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Drug court helps juveniles clean up their lives
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The local juvenile drug court is built
on tough love.
Calloway District Judge Jeanne
Carroll knew of the drug problem
among teen-agers as soon as she was
elected in 2002, so she supported the
idea of a drug court program that uses a
structured atmosphere and intense
counseling to help juveniles clean up
their lives.
Because the increasing drug prob-

lem exceeds the available funding for
the existing program, drug court officials are hoping to secure a federal
grant to boost its efforts. They are
applying for a grant through the U.S.
Department of Justice's Bureau of
Justice Assistance, which is the same
group that has provided training to drug
court team members.
Carroll said the application is due in
Frankfort in mid-December then will be
forwarded to the justice department. It
could be a few months before local

drug court officials hear about the
grant, which is for an unspecified
amount of money.
Calloway County is competing
against other counties in the state for a
certain amount of money to be shared
across the commonwealth.
The drug court pilot program was
established in October 2003 and has
energized the effort to address juveniles
facing criminal charges. That program
continues to operate solely on community donations.

Murray Main Street
manager honored
recently at meeting
Ky.
DANVILLE,
Managers from 20 Kentucky
Main Street communities were
honored recently during the
Kentucky Main Street Program
annual meeting at Weisiger
Theater, Centre College in
Danville. The meeting culminated a year-long commemoration of the 25th anniversary of
the program, administered by
the Kentucky Heritage Council /
State Historic Preservation
Office and the oldest statewide
Main Street program in the
nation.
Managers were recognized
for completing the Main Street
Certification Program, an extensive training and education
process designed to improve the
professional skills of Main
Street managers and assist their
efforts in community and downtown revitalization. The graduation ceremony represented 18
months of work on their part to
identify ways to enhance existing programs as well as develop
and implement new strategies,
in areas such as historic preservation and economic development, business recruitment and
retention. streetscape cleanup
and façade improvement, retail
promotions, partnership opportunities, tourism and community
events and board member
recruitment and training.
Prior to the certification ceremony, keynote speaker Donovan
Rypkema, a nationally noted
economist and principal of Place
Economics in Washington, DC,

discussed why preservation of a
community's Main Street and
central business core is essential
to the economic health of the
entire community.
"So is Main Street economic
development?" he asked. "Let
me put it this way. Anyone who
doesn't understand that Main
Street is economic development
either doesn't understand economic development or doesn't
understand Main Street. Main
Street is not about making buildings cute and adding flower
pots. Main Street is about jobs,
investment, new and expanded
businesses, increasing the tax
base, making frugal but effective use of scarce public
resources."
JOHN WRIGHT/edger
development
"Economic
8. Times photos
needs to be a conscious, organA car passes under a
ized effort to improve the local
pair of lighted arches
economy," Rypkema added,
info' the main
leading
"but to affect sustainable ecoportion of the Christmas
nomic development these efforts
in the Park lights display
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Murray-Calloway
at
among them achieving positive,
Parks
measurable results, that public
County
benefits are significantly greater
Central
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than public costs, and that ecoPark facility Saturday
nomic benefits are primarily 0fr night. The display offilocal and broadly distributed.
cially opened Sunday
Such a strategy plays directly to
and will be availevening
the goals of the Kentucky Main
viewing through
for
able
Street Program, he said, adding,
late December. A dona"I would argue that a policy of
tion of $2 or five canned
downtown development, comgoods is suggested for
bined with historic preservation,
equals community developvisitors. At right, Matt
ment."
Tolbert tries to adjust the
head of a reindeer
Saturday morning for
III See Page 2
part of the Lowe's portion of the Christmas in
the Park light display.

"I think having the pilot program
will help us," Carroll said."We've been
productive and that will show we want
to be productive with their money."
The federal grant would fund a fulltime coordinator, drug tests and other
resources, but drug court team members would still use community donations for incentives and events for the
juveniles.
Five juveniles were initially
involved in the program. Four of those
graduated, most nearly a year ago, and

have remained drug- and alcohol-free.
Carroll has not seen those four back in
court for any charges — even a traffic
violation.
To qualify for drug court, juveniles
must be charged with a drug-related
criminal offense. That doesn't mean it
has to be a possession or trafficking
drug charge.
"It doesn't have to be possession of
marijuana," Carroll said. "Sometimes

•See Page 2

Kentucky
putting
unclaimed
property
online
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Below the state Capitol Annex is
a massive metal vault filled with
Kentucky's long-forgotten treasures abandoned by its owners.
The jewelry, pocket
watches and
antique currency hail
from every
of
corner
Kentucky.
Starting
this week,
Miller
loot from 20
forgotten
safe-deposit boxes is scheduled
to tour the state before being put
up for auction Dec. 13 on eBay.
"I love the idea of it," state
Treasurer Jonathan Miller said
in an interview last week after a
tour of the unclaimed-property
vault, which he oversees. "In
theory, it achieves so many
objectives in terms of getting the
word out and in terms of getting
more money into the hoppers."
The proceeds will help support the state's prepaid tuition
program, which allows families
to avoid more expensive college
costs in the future by locking in
current tuition rates and paying
them in advance.
The tour began today in
Lexington and Tuesday in
Louisville, and will crisscross
the state Wednesday through

II See Page 2

Bunning reflects on re-election campaign

3

F

Photo provided
Murray Main Street Director Deanna Wright is presented
a certificate honoring her and Murray's program. At right
Is Roger Stapleton of the Kentucky Heritage Council.

Kentucky Lottery
SUNDAY
Pick 3:
3-9-0
Pick 4:
7-3-8-8
GET YUIR Lotto TICKETS IC
Jr. Food Mort $4
13112 Main St.• Mumy
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By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Sen. Jim Bunning returned to
this
work
month glad
to be done
with a campaign that
nearly cost
him his job,
but he says
putting the
election
behind him
Bunning
be
won't
easy.
The Kentucky Republican
said in an interview with The
Associated Press that he is still
upset about how the campaign
played out, especially about
rumors that he is in failing physical and mental health and mis-

He also drew criticism for
Corzine declined through a
treats his wife. He said it got to
he wasn't a regular
admitting
but
comment,
to
spokesman
was
wife
his
the point where
questioned about it while shop- Mongiardo, who captured 49 newspaper reader and didn't
percent of the vote to Bunning's know that a group of Army
ping.
"The closeness of the race 51 percent, said his campaign reservists had refused a convoy
was dictated by the total and didn't spread rumors about mission in Iraq..
Asked if he regrets any
complete lying that was done." Bunning.
Mongiardo also said Bunning aspects of his campaign.
Bunning said.
Bunning was clear.
He says he only talked with shouldn't be so incredulous.
"Sure we made mistakes.
"I think that Sen. Bunning
his Democratic challenger
makes mistakes," he
Everybody
see
to
mirror
the
in
look
to
needs
on
briefly
Daniel Mongiardo
election night and doesn't want why all these rumors started." said. "The only time I've ever
to talk to Sen. John Corzine. D- Mongiardo said. "I think his been perfect was for about two
N.J., who led his party's efforts conduct brings up questions in hours and 10 minutes on June
to defeat Republicans and who people's minds of why he's act- 21, 1964." That was the day the
former hall of fame baseball
ing this way."
helped Mongiardo.
campaign. player pitched a perfect game
the
During
"I'm going to be here for six
more years, and as a Christian I Bunning raised eyebrows by for the Philadelphia Phillies
forgive, but I'm going to have a saying Mongiardo looked like against the New York Mets.
Bunning says his days as an
heck of a time forgetting," one of Saddam Hussein's sons
Bunning said. "I don't know if it and for reading from a athlete helped prepare him
would do me any good in my TelePrompTer during a debate in somewhat for the rough and
state right now to talk to people. which he appeared by satellite
instead of in person.
I have to kind of get over this."
•See Page 2
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III Main Street ...

From Front

From Front

Dec. 9.
Appraised at a combined
$25,000, the valuables are a
small segment of the state's
unclaimed-property fund, which
grows by 70 percent per year.
Fewer than a third of property
owners ever claim their belongings. The fund contains 12,000
items worth a total of $138.5
million.

The Kentucky Main Street
Program is based on a four-point
approach developed by the
National Main Street Center of
the National Trust for Historic
Preservation: organization, promotion, design and economic
restructuring.
The goal is to encourage
downtown revitalization and
economic development within

Murray Ledger & Times

Policelog

the context of historic preservation.
Roger Stapleton, Karen
Keown and Mark Dennen,
Kentucky Heritage Council
Main Street staff, presented
Certified Main Street Manager
certificates to 22 communtiies
including Murray.
Hopkinsville, Cadiz and
Paduca:h were also represented
from western Kentucky.
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referred to Mongiardo as a "limp the top priority but he also will
wrist." Another Republican state be keeping an eye on other milisenator, Elizabeth Tori. declared tary matters, including possible
tumble of politics.
"It was a good thing I went Mongiardo "is not a gentleman," base closures.
through baseball, because if I and added, "I'm not even sure
He says pushing for social
didn't have a thick hide and the word 'man' applies to him." security and tax reform are at the
tough skin, I would not have
The issue was particularly top of his to-do list, priorities
made it through some of this sensitive in Kentucky this year, also mentioned by the Bush
campaign that got pretty ugly," because of a popular ballot ini- administration and Senate leadhe said.
tiative banning same-sex mar- ers.
For their part, Democrats riages.
He said he also will push for
accused Bunning's camp of
Asked why he didn't stop his funding for a new interstate
spreading
rumors
that supporters from insinuating bridge across the Ohio River
Mongiardo, a 44-year-old bach- Mongiardo was gay, Bunning between northern Kentucky and
elor, is gay.
went on defense.
Cincinnati.
While
-That I wouldn't take the
stumping
with
Republicans gained four
Bunning, Kentucky Senate responsibility for what some- seats in the Senate, leaving them
President
David
Williams body else said makes me a gay with a 55-seat majority. That is
basher?" Bunning asked. "It's an five votes shy of the 60 needed
absolute lie."
to overcome vote-blocking filiThe senator is known for his busters, but Bunning said the
combative relationship with the election results probably will
NOTICE
media, and he says that relation- make Democrats from conserva• The Murray-Calloway ship is even icier these days. He tive-leaning states
veer to the
County Hospital Board of blames the media for helping
to right when considering legislaTrustees will meet at noon
spread the rumors about him. tion.
Tuesday in the hospital's
Mongiardo
thinks
"There has to be some kind
board room. The agenda Again,
of realization on those who repincludes information about Bunning's got it wrong.
"I thought the media was resent the same constituents
Trigg
County
Hospital,
updates on the 2005 budget very temperate when it came to who voted for George W. that
and the anesthesia services, a Sen. Bunning," Mongiardo said. maybe they're not in tune with
proposal to establish a new -They really didn't start report- what really should be going on
corporation for the ambulance ing things until there was a com- in the country," Bunning said.
service and an executive ses- pilation of issues."
Bunning sits on the banking,
sion.
Now that he is back on the budget, finance, energy and vet• To report a Town Crier job, Bunning says he plans to erans affairs committees. He
item, call 753-1916.
get back to work when the new says Senate restructuring may
Congress convenes in January.
leave him without his post on
He says helping President the veterans committee in the
Bush win the war on terrorism is new Congress.

From Front

Town Crier

WEATHER

Tonight will see
occasional rain.
HIGH:
Tuesday will
see rain with
i4
highs in the
lower 50s.
I.LOW: Tuesay night
will be rainy with
lows in the
41
upper 30s.
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•Juveniles
From Front
its burglary of theft because
they break into houses to support their habits."
Right now six juveniles are
participating in drug court. and
Carroll knows that number

on
Convenience
Being sick is never convenient.
When you — or especially your
little ones — are sick, the last
thing you need is a hassle getting
into a doctor's office.
Primary Care Medical Center
provides medical care when it is
convenient for you — including
evenings and weekends.
If your daughter develops a
fever after dinner, or your son is
injured at his Saturday morning
baseball game, Primary Care
Medical Center is ready to lend a
hand. You do not have to make an
appointment or an expensive trip
to the emergency room!
Medical care has never been
more caring and convenient.
thanks to Primary Care Medical
Center.

ow Clinic

•••

could easily be tripled if there
was more money to fund
resources and staff.
In the first'phase,'Cartoll and
.drug court team members- with
participants weekly at 8 a.m.
Parents also must attend. The
juveniles are subject to random
drug tests every day. They have
a strict curfew and their privileges are limited.
Phase two has an extended
curfew and a little more freedom. And the juveniles and their
parents only have to meet with
the team every other week.
The program usually lasts
nine months to a year. "It takes
that long to get them sober and
get them to the point they won't
re-offend."
The juvenile drug court is a
cooperative effort among many
community groups. People on
the court's team include
Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington, Calloway
County court-designated worker
Janeann Turner, Murray High
School Principal Teresa Speed.
Calloway County Schools
Director of Pupil Personnel
Dennis Fisher, Calloway County

Sheriff's Department Detective got them. Carroll was shocked
Chris Vaden, Murray Police to learn many teen-agers have
Department Detective Chris access to drugs at local schools.
Garland. Kentucky State Police
-I expected the essays to talk
Trooper Ryan Dawson. attorney about pot or being drunk. I did
Michelle Gantt.
not expect them to talk about
Carroll's secretary. Angie meth. crank, crack and heroin.
Ray, is the coordinator and They have access to all these
Leanne Weaver, who works in things," Carroll said. "They
the county attorney's office, is have done more and seen more
the assistant coordinator. The in their 13-, 14-, 16-year-old
Department of Public Advocacy, lives than many of us have, no
the Department of Juvenile matter how old you are. It's
Justice, Four Rivers Behavior shocking."
Health and Cumberland Hall
Dawson has hopes the proalso have representatives on the gram targeting juveniles will
team.
help his job as a KSP trooper,
"A lot of parents and kids regarding "generational policgive us credit, but they don't ing." He said law enforcement
give themselves enough credit," agencies also see generations of
Ray said."We might be the ones the same families having crimiwho force them to stay clean in nal trouble.
the beginning. They just want to
know we can't save everystay out of the trouble. But body. I'd like to try," Dawson
there's a change in the middle said. "But if we can help change
for them."
some people, then maybe we
Two years into her term, won't have to deal with their
Carroll has learned a lot.
kids later."
Drug court requires particiCarroll offered teitimony that
pants to write essays about their helping children helps the whole
drug use, as specific as they can family.
about what drugs they used, why
"I wish we had an adult drug
they used them and where they court," she said. "But, still, it's
good to get them young so they
can change. Sometimes parents
are users themselves. One father
A gas permable bifocal contact lens that really works. You cannot get
said he wouldn't have come
this quality of vision from any other source such as Lasik Surgery
clean unless his son was in the
monocular fit, soft bifocal contact lens or glasses
program."
UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
Any community member or
We are having 85% success with these lens and have 98% of prescrip
business interested in donating
tion lenses in stock.
services or items for the drug
Successfully fit- $590.00
S50 if not successful
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
court to use as incentives for the
glasses over your contacts for near vision, there will be no charge to
juveniles or parents who want
come in and try these lens.
more information about drug
court may contact coordinator
Dr. KC. Denham
270-753-4576
Optometrist

0%
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Murray L,tate University
College of Humanities and Fine Arts • Department of Mwsik
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759-9200
Hours:
8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. Sun.

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building • 300 South Eighth Street

Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 759-9200 or(800)932-2122
Riihurt

• Occupants of a vehicle were reported exposing themselves to
passing cars on U.S. 641 North at 6:55 p.m. Friday. They were
advised to stop during a traffic stop at Pocket's gas station on the
corner of 12th and Chestnut streets.
• A stolen bicycle was reported at 6:59 p.m Friday at 712 Riley
Ct.
• Money was reported stolen at 7:33. p.m. Friday at a Hickory
Woods room.
• Someone at the MCCH emergency room reported an assault
victim at 11:42 p.m. Friday.
• A fight was reported at 12:01 a.m. Saturday at The Big Apple.
• A possible fight was reported at 12:48 a.m. Saturday at the
Moose Lodge on North 16th Street. The subjects were gone
when officers arrived.
• A burglary in progress was reported by a third party at 8 a.m.
Saturday at 1610-B Chris Drive.
• Terroristic threatening was reported at 5:01 p.m. Saturday at
1303 Vine St.
•Someone came into the police station at 11:35 p.m. Saturday to
report vandalism to a vehicle at Cheri Theater.
• A vehicle was egged at 1:25 a.m. Sunday at 1301 Sycamore St.
• Dean Hoff, 33, Dover, Tenn., was traveling southbound on 12th
Street, entering the westbound turn lane to turn onto Ky. 121
North, at 5:50 p.m. Sunday. Hoff was looking at University Church
of Christ to see if the church was in service when he struck the
back of a vehicle driven by Mark Litchfield, 33, of New Concord.
Litchfield was stopped in the outside, southbound lane lane when
he was hit. Litchfield's passenger — Patricia Litchfield. 37, of
New Concord — was treated at the scene then transported to
MCCH, where she was treated for left knee, neck and head
injuries. A wrecker removed Hoff's vehicle from the scene and
Litchfield's vehicle remained in service.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

INCREDIBLE VISION

Open Nights
&Weekends

Urgent
5tare

Murray Police Department
• Someone came into the station at 11:36 a.m. Tuesday to report
a theft.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 10:22 a.m. Wednesday at the
Forrest View Apartment office.
• Theft of services was reported at 10:56 a.m. Wednesday at a
1626 Main Street apartment. An officer met with a Murray Electric
System employee.
• A possible prowler was reporlod at 9:12 p.m. Wednesday at a
Poplar Street apartment.
• Joseph Beane, 28, of Murray, was traveling southbond on Ky.
121 near River Road at 11:50 p.m. Wednesday when his 1998
green Chevrolet pickup truck left the right shoulder of the road.
The truck overturned on the driver's side. An ambulance Vansported Beane to the MCCH emergency room, where he was
admitted for injuries. Beane was charged with first-offense driving
under the influence.
• An injury accident was reported at 4:22 p.m. Thursday at Ky. 94
East and Ky. 80.
• Summer Dunn, 21, of Dexter, was driving a vehicle that was
stopped on U.S. 641 North at its intersection with Max Hurt Drive
at the traffic light. Casi Clevidence, 20, of Benton, was traveling
northbound on U.S. 641 North and failed to stop, causing the
front of Clevidence's vehicle to strick the back of Dunn's vehicle.
Dunn's passenger — Jayden Dunn, 2, of Dexter — was transported to MCCH for possible injuries.
• Someone came into the police station to report a criminal mischief incident at 1:30 p.m. Friday. Extra patrol was requested for
the Brentwood Drive area.
•A
p mstF
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Beltone of Paducah

HEARING TESTS SET FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
At Our Convenient Location
S
5 DAYS
, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
Monday
November 29th through December 3rd

ONLY

Free electronic hearing tests will be given Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday(November 29th through December 3rd) from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Beltone of Paducah.
A factory-trained hearing aid specialist will be avialable to give these free tests.
The tests have been arranged for anyone who suspects they are losing their hearing. Such persons generally say they can hear but cannot
understand words. Testing with the latest computerized electronic equipment will indicate whetheryou can be helped.
Everyone, especially those over 50, should have an electronic hearing test at least once a year. If there is a problem, a free electronic hearing
test may reveal that newly developed methods of correction will help, even for those who have been told in the past that a hearing aid would
not help them.
Beltone's electronic hearing test has lust been improved! Using a technique called "Loudness Growth Profiling," we will develop your own
personal comfort profile. This new technique, along with Beltones exclusive computerized fitting system, helps assure your hearing comfort.

HEARING LOSS OR JUST
EARWAX BUILDUP?

Many Styles of the Latest Digital &
Programmable Hearing Instruments.

As Part Of Our FREE Hearing Test, Come hi For A
Free Video Otoscopic Ear Canal Ispection.

Our Staff Has
Over 100 Years
Combined
Experience
In Meeting
Hearing Needs!

Call Toll Free
1-866-773-4327
or 270-443-45941
Seeing...ls Believing!
Monday,Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday & Friday
November 29th through December 3rd
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

5 Days Only. Come
and meet the Beltone
factory technician, to
answer any questions
regarding hearing loss
or hearing aids.

The New Beltone
Digital.
Experience
The Difference.
Introducing the
Beltone Oda"
Our most advanced
digital hearing instrument,
designed with your
individual needs in mind.
Enhanced Hearing through 12 channels of Digital Signal
Processing and advanced Speech Pattern Detection'
that automatically reduces amplification for non-speech
like sounds,so listening comfort is maintained.
Everyday Confidence with a Low Battery Indicator and
Gain Explorer', which ensures you optimum listening
comfort by limiting whistling and feedback.

A better Personal Fit through our Bekone AVE.',which
allows you to hear what digital technology sounds like
while you're in our office. And.Satisfy', which helps you
get used to your new hearing aids at a comfortable pace.

Multi-channel compression and our Silencer System"
enhance sound quality and reduce distortion to give
you improved Listening Comfort

BATTERIES

1/2 OFF
Limit 2 Packs Per Person.

AUDIOMETRIC /TESTING
Find out what you are hearing and what you are not. FREE
adjustment of your hearing aid to maximize its performance.
Coupon expires December 3, 2004
Not valid with any other discount

100% Money Back Trade In
Do you have hearing aicis you can't use? Bring in any hearing aid
and we will credit the amount you paid towards a new set of Digital I
Hearing Aids. Up to $500 Appraised Value per Hearing Aid
Limit 2 Hearing Aids
Coupon expires December 3. 2004
Not vailid with any other discount

VIDEO EAR INSPECTION

Your otoscope exam may reveal such problems as:
Excessive wax buildup, Eardrum damage, or Fluid
accumulation in the middle ear.
Coupon expires December 3, 2004
Not valid with any other discount

800.00 OFF
Present this coupon to receive $800.00 off the suggested
retail price of a Digital Hearing System.
(2 hearing aids)
Coupon expires December 3, 2004
Not valid with any other discount

Just place it in your ear and hear better!

Ask about our
90 day
exchange program
You askedfor small..,when lnvisaTM is placed in your ear canal...
it becomes virtually INVISIBLE
Uses Natural Ear Shape
ear shape and state of the art technology.
natural
Combines your

Hands Free Operation
There is no volume control adjustment for ease of handling.

8

Beltone 0 R I A

www.beltone.com

Peter Graves for Beltone

AS SEEN ON NATIONAL TV
Call or come in today!

12:2SO v=
Hearing Aid Service • Center for Hearing Excellence

Serving You Since 1942

918 Broadway•Paducah,Kentucky
Call Toll Free 1-866-773-4327 or 270-443-4594
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By WIN Lester

afte

AP Poll: Majority
want nominee to
uphold Roe v.
Wade decision
WASHINGTON (AP)— A
majority of Americans say
President Bush's next choice
for an opening on the Supreme
Court should be willing to
uphold the landmark court decision protecting abortion rights,
an Associated Press poll found.
The poll found that 59 percent say Bush should choose a
nominee who would uphold the
1973 Roe v. Wade decision that
legalized abortion. About three
in 10, 31 percent, said they
want a nominee who would
overturn the decision, according
to the poll conducted for the AP
by lpsos-Public Affairs.
"While I don't have a strong
feeling about abortions personally, I wouldn't want the law
overturned and return to the
days of backdoor abortions,"
said Colleen Dunn,40, a
Republican and community college teacher who lives outside
Philadelphia.
The preference for Supreme
Court nominees who would
uphold Roe v. Wade could be
found among both men and
women, most age groups, most
income groups and people living in urban, suburban and rural
areas. Fewer than half of
Republicans, evangelicals and
those over 65 said they favored ,
a nominee who would uphold
the abortion ruling.
Bush has sidestepped questions about whom he would
name to an opening, but has
indicated he would pick judges
like those he picked in his first
term — often young and conservative.
While the public is generally
divided on the abortion issue,
polling consistently has found a
clear majority of people who
think abortion should be legal
in at least some cases.
While there are no current
openings on the high court,
only one of the nine justices,
Clarence Thomas, is under 65
and Chief Justice William
Rehnquist, 80, has thyroid cancer.
The AP-Ipsos poll found that
six in 10 think justices should
face a mandatory retirement
age.
The appointment of justices
without term limits or a mandatory retirement age historically
has helped to insulate the court
from politics, said Dennis
Hutchinson of the University of
Chicago Law School. At the

same time, that can have the
unintended consequence of letting some justices serve beyond
their most effective years.
The poll question mentioned
no specific retirement age.
Appointment of Supreme Court
justices for life is dictated by
the Constitution and could be
changed only by an amendment.
People over 65 were among
those most likely to favor
mandatory retirement, according to the poll.
"The justices hold office
year after year," said Opal
Bristow, an 84-year-old
Democrat and retired teacher
who lives near San Antonio.
"Some of them are old codgers
who need to get out of the way
and let the younger folks with
fresh ideas come in."
Most of those who have
taken a position on whether a
nominee should uphold or overturn Roe v. Wade say they
wanted a nominee to state his
or her position on,abortion
before confirmation. Nearly
two-thirds of each group said
they would want to know.
The survey found that 61
percent of all respondents said
Supreme Court nominees
should state their position on
abortion before being approved
for the job.
"In a perfect world they
wouldn't have to talk about it,"
said Kenneth Cole, 39, a consultant from Columbus, Ohio,
and a Republican who leans
toward wanting Roe v. Wade
overturned."But whoever
President Bush nominates, people will know where they stand.
They won't be able to avoid the
issue."
Another issue the Supreme
Court will have to deal with at
some point is homosexual marriage.
By 61 percent to 35 percent,
people opposed gay marriage,
with young adults between 18
and 29 about evenly split.
Recent polls have indicated
people are about evenly divided
on the question of civil unions,
which would provide many of
the same legal protections as
gay marriage.
The AP-Ipsos poll of 1,000
adults was taken Nov. 19-21
and has a margin of sampling
error of plus or minus 3 percentage points.
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Dan Rather Blinks
Dan Rather, who has announced his
"retirement" next March from the anchor
desk he has held for 24 years, is a dinosaur.
After the last of the old news anchors
leaves his chair (Peter Jennings will be the
final one sitting>, Rather, Tom Brokaw and
Jennings will be fossils. There will not be
their like again.
Rather earned his
stripes and paid his dues
during a career that has
spanned four decades at
CBS and as a wire-service reporter before that.
He is a man who loves
his country. Recall his
emotional breakdown on
the "Late Show With
David Letterman" folCal's
lowing 9/11. Rather said
Thoughts he would go and fight
By Cal Thomas the terrorists if the president asked him. Some
Syndicated
thought his performance
Columnist
strange, even grandstanding. I thought he
meant it.
While Rather is 73 and could have been
expected to retire soon (his predecessor,
Walter Cronkite, was forced out at age 65),
the controversy over faked National Guard
documents purporting to show George W.
Bush failed to fulfill his military obligations appeared to give CBS management
the excuse it needed to make a change.
Rather, who helped bring down Richard
Nixon, was himself brought down by a
gross inaccuracy and a type of stonewalling
reminiscent of the president he tormented.
It doesn't matter who replaces Rather.
Everyone at that level of broadcast journal-

from CBS to CNN.
ism has been ideologically vetted. No one
who is a conservative is allowed to ascend
The "60 Minutes" curmudgeon,Andy
to the top of major news organizations. If
Rooney, has been making a bigger fool of
you disagree, try naming one. Despite
himself lately by calling conservative
plummeting ratings and numerous surveys
Christians uneducated and ignorant. When
that have shown large numbers of people
the sports commentator Jimmy "the Greek"
believe the major networks approach the
Snyder disparaged blacks in 1988, Dan
things conservatives care about with a bias. Rather aired video of the remarks, which
even hostility, network executives refuse to led to Snyder's firing by CBS management.
acknowledge those feelings and continue to That Rooney still holds his job after stereopresent the news through the filter of their
typing and disparaging Christians sends a
leftist ideological worldview.
message of bias, even bigotry, to a substanBrent Bozell, president of the Media
tial audience that CBS has mostly lost and
Research Center and a frequent critic of
obviously does not care if it wins back.
Rather, observed: "Mr. Rather's bias is part
CBS's eye logo is an appropriate
of an institutional problem throughout the
Metaphor for what ails the network. "There
none st,blind as they that won't see,"
national 'news,' media --identiffgcl by former
longtime CBS News correspondent Bernard wrote Jonathan Swift. Notice he didn't say
Goldberg - which is the arrogant notion that "can't sen" but "won't see." their point of view is always accurate and
CBS is not blind, but it deliberately
always relevant to any story in which they
closes its eyes to the institutional bias that
choose to inject it."
substantial numbers of Americans can see
More proof that nothing changes at the
quite clearly. Unlike the period during
networks is the appointment of Jonathan
which anchors dominated the national
Klein as president of CNN. Klein was
news stage, people now have choices. They
executive vice president of CBS News. He
are choosing cable, especially Fox News
praised the "60 Minutes" producer, Mary
Channel, in growing numbers.
Mapes, who received and vouched for the
If CBS continues in denial - and it will forged National Guard documents from a
its evening news ratings, which have been
well-known Bush-hater. Klein called Mapes in third place for several years, will suffer
"absolutely peerless . . . in the profession.
further decline. It didn't have to be this way
She is a crack journalist."
for Dan Rather or for the once great CBS.
Klein also blasted Internet bloggers for
He should have learned from Richard
exposing the forged documents and CBS's. Nixon that cover-up and stonewalling can
error in standing behind them. He stereocome back to haunt you.
typed a blogger as "a guy sitting in his living room in his pajamas writing what he
Cal Thomas hosts "After !fours" on Fox
thinks." The bloggers did a better job than
News Channel Saturdays at 11 p.m. E7:
CBS news anchors and producers, who sit
Direct all MAILfor Cal Thomas to:
around in their expensive suits telling us
Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore
what they think. Klein carries his biases
Ave., Suite 114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207.

Keep the Fires Burning
FRANKFORT - When the
General Assembly failed, for
the second time in two years, to
pass a budget by the time the
regular session
adjourned in
April, there
were some
who insisted
legislators
ought to have
stayed in session until
they completAgree Or
ed their conNot
stitutional
responsibility By Todd Duvall
to pass a state
Syndicated
budget.'
Columnist
That wasn't possible,
because the constitution limits
the length of a regular session
to 60 days in even-numbered
years.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher could
have called an immediate special session to pass va budget,
but with no agreement between
the Honse and Senate on the
issue, Fletcher saw a. special
session as a waste of time and
money.
Since April, there have been
lawsuits filed - all still pending
and apparently going nowhere and some half-hearted efforts to
reach agreements on the tax
issues dividing House

Democrats from Senate
Republicans and Fletcher, but
they haven't gone anywhere
either.
So when the General
Assembly comes back to the
Capitol in January for the oddyear, 30-day session, the first
order of business will be to
accomplish what it could not do
eight months before.
Republican successes in this
month's legislative elections
may make House Democrats a
bit more amenable to compromise on the tax and budget
issues, but there continues to be
Democratic control of that
chamber opposing Senate
Republican control.
One legislator - Democrat
Rep. John Will Stacy, of West
Liberty, wants to go back to the
idea of keeping legislatures in
session until they pass a state
budget. To do that, he's prefiled a constitutional amendment to mandate just that.
Whether the amendment
even gets serious consideration
is questionable, but with the
public clearly out of patience
with the budgetary impasse
here, there may be enough
momentum to get Stacy's
amendment on the 2005 ballot
and approved in time for the
2006 regular session and another budget decision.

There are advantages and
gets accomplished. That's one
disadvantages to Stacy's idea.
of the reasons the recent special
On the negative side, there is session on state employee and
teacher health insurance accomthe prospect of legislators sitting in the Capitol for weeks on plished its mission without
wasting a huge amount of time
end at a cost of $50,000 or so a
and tax money.
day and still not being able to
pass a budget. It's doubtful an
And if legislators know they
amendment requiring them to
have to pass a budget no matter
continue working on a budget
how long it takes and how
past 60 days but without being
much it costs, they have no
paid salary and expenses would great incentive to prolong the
have any chance of passing.
process and, to get out of town
On the positive side, the
in a timely manner, every
amendment would assure that a incentive to resolve differences
budget eventually emerges and
and give the taxpayers the
becomes law as the constitution budget the taxpayers have every
requires. No more lawsuits and
reason to expect and demand of
countersuits and attorneys lintheir lawmakers.
ing up seeking injunctions.
Finally, it has become all too
Schools and state agencies
easy for partisan divides to
would not be left wondering
keep legislators from passing a
how much money they will
budget within the 60-day limit.
have to operate when a new
The courts have never ruled on
budget period begins on July 1.
the issue of spending money
And all of state government
without a budget, so no one has
would not be left in fiscal limbo
-been-held accountable or made
until either a special session
to answer for ignoring the conpasses a budget or the next regstitutional requirement.
ular session passes one.
Stacy's amendment would
My thinking is that the posihold their collective feet to the
tives outweigh the negatives.
fire and force legislators to
Indeed, it is entirely possible
accomplish the most important
that the negative in truth will
job
they are sent here to do become a positive. No legislator
pass
a timely budget.
thinking about re-election wants
to be seen as sitting around in
Frankfort day after day, week
Todd Duvall is editorial page
after week, costing the taxpayeditor for The State Journal in
ers big money while nothing
Frankfort.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Hazel Underwood
Mrs. Hazel Underwood, 75, Hazel, died Saturday, Nov. 27, 2004,
11:10 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Her husband, Herbert Underwood, preceded her in death. Born
'Dec. 19, 1928, she was the daughter of the late Richard Johnson and
Mamie Thorn Johnson.
• Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Elaine Paschall and husband, Tommy, and Mrs. Christy Walker and husband, Terry, all of
Murray, Mrs. Marsha James and husband, Mike, Eva, Tenn., and
Mrs. Teri Brawner and husband, Richie, Missouri; one son, Jimmy
Underwood and wife, Fay, Puryear, Tenn.; 12 grandchildren; 11
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church.
The Rev. James Garland will officiate. Burial will follow in the Oak
Grove Cemetery.
.Visitation will be with be at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
after 5 p.m. today (Monday)and from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Tuesday.
.-

whom he was married Jan. 19, 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Nancy A.
Provenzano and husband, Richard, Mesa, Ariz.; two sons, John W.
Wrablik and wife, Marcia, Idaho Falls, Idaho, and Ted J. Wrablik
and wife, Juliette, Ventura, Calif.; three grandchildren, Kate Chulitic
and husband. Jake, Pocatello. Idaho, Martha Provenzano, Chicago,
Ill., and Alicia Wrablik, Idaho Falls, Idaho; one great-grandchild,
Kale Chubert, Pocatello, Idaho.

Checkpoint bomb kills
several security members

and
polictrwan
"Many
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) -- A
car bomb exploded at a police National Guardsmen were
checkpoint in western Iraq killed, but we didn't have a figtoday, and a police spokesman ure yet," he said.
Elsewhere, gunmen stormed
said that "many" Iraqi security
force members were killed or a police station west of the city
Matthew Todd Higgins
injured. Al-Jazeera television of Samarra late Sunday. a
Matthew Todd Higgins, 32, Dacula, Ga., formerly of Bardwell, reported six dead and nine hurt. spokesman said. The attackers.
died Thursday, Nov. 25, 2004, in Paducah.
The attack in Baghdadi, who faced no opposition, looted
He was a member of Hebron Baptist Church, Dracula, and was a located 120 miles northwest of the armory and commandeered
pharmacist for Walgreens in Lawrenceville, Ga.
the capital, was the latest strike several police cars before leavPreceding him in death were his maternal
in an insurgent campaign against ing the area.
grandfather. Willie Floyd Rose, and his paternal
U.S. troops arrived at the staIraq's fledgeling security forces
grandparents, Nolan Garfield Higgins and Helen
following the U.S.-led assault tion this morning and arrested
Marie Higgins.
on Fallujah earlier this month. two dozen officers, the policeSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth
Dozens of policemen, national man said. In Basra. British and
Butler Higgins; his parents, Marvin and Janice
guards and government soldiers Iraqi troops were deployed
Rose Higgins, Bardwell; one brother, Kept
have died in attacks throughout around the headquarters of the
jimmy D. Downing
grandmother,
maternal
his
Murray;
Higgins,
Iraqi National Guard southern
Iraq over the past two weeks.
Jimmy D. Downing, 62, Trout Road, Hardin, died Sunday, Nov.
Emma Lou Creason Rose, Benton; three aunts,
regional headquarters after the
alMohammed
Lt.
Police
his
at
7
home.
at
a.m.
2004,
Higgins
Nancy Rose, both of Benton,
and
Rose
Cindy
staff refused to accept an
chief
immeFehdawi said U.S. troops
. 11.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
and Karen Hamilton, Summertown, Tn.
off the road fol- order from Baghdad to remove
sealed
diately
The funeral was Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck- lowing Monday's car bombing.
him from his post.
Ivan Wrablik
& King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Stephen Seaford
Cann
A memorial service for Ivan Wrablik will be Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. officiated. Burial was in the York Cemetery.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.The Rev. Terry Garvin
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
will officiate.
Tharp
Jean
Edith
Mrs.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 6 p.m. Tuesday.
Mrs. Edith Jean Tharp, 55. Almo, died Wednesday, Nov. 24,
prices as of 9 a.m.
Mr. Wrablik, 85, Pottertown Road, Murray,
her home.
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2004,
at
p.m.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

Wind,icy conditions hit Colorado, central states
DENVER (AP)- A winter
storm that pounded the Sierra
Nevada over the weekend delivered a snowy, icy mess across
the nation's central states,
stalling holiday travel, closing
stretches of highway and making a nationally televised football game look at times like the
tuner was off by a channel.
•

The system dumped nearly 3
feet of snow on parts of
Colorado early Sunday before
hitting the heavily populated
Front Range with bitter cold.
blustery wind and about a halffoot of snow.
Traffic was stop-and-go from
the Eisenhower Tunnel back to
Denver as thousands of people

returned from Thanksgiving holiday. Powder blanketed the field
during the Denver Broncos
game Sunday night against the
Oakland Raiders.
Despite the bad weather, an
official at Denver International
Airport said there were only
minor delays on one of the
busiest travel days of the year.

"Things are still coming and
going pretty well," airport
spokesman Steve Snyder said.
Over the weekend, a winter
storm system moved into the
western United States from
Alaska, bringing snow and rain.
In central California. where the
National Weather Service had
issued a freeze advisory.
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Everything must go regardless of cast or toss!

GOING OUT OF
HSI SS

DON'T MISS THE
FURNITURE EVENT
OF A LIFETIME!

e

EVERYTHING
MUST GO! NOTHING
WILL BE HELD BACK!

NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REFUSED!
After 47 Years Wiggins Furniture Will Close Its
Doors Forever Monday, Dec.6 at 12 Midnight.

Final Reductions Have Been Taken!!!
The Warehouse is Empty. All Prices Have
Been Reduced Storewide.

ORIENTAL

RUGS

END!!!
DO NOT MISS THEUN 12-5

EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD
LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
• ALL SIZES FROM 2' x 3' TO 12' x 18'
8X 10 RUGS AS LOW AS $1200

WIGGINS FURNITURE
KY

ALL RUGS
LT110380% OFF

NM AMIN • MPII.6

3060 U.S. Highway 641 N • Murray,

(270) 753-4566
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HANDMADE

90 DAYS SAC • rvIASTERCARD• VISA • DISCOVER •

APPROVED CHECKS• LIC #04100/

PERSIAN PAKISTANI INDIAN
NEW, OLD AND ANTIQUE
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COMMUNITY
Murray Art Guild will have
Christmas open house

Choir members present
program at meeting
A group of choir members from First Christian Church (Disciples of Christi presented the program at the November meet
mg of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club at
the dub house.
They were accompanied by Mark Dycus. director, on guita7
and Judith Hill on piano.
Members singing were :Melanie Dawson. Julie Warner. Hekr,
Campbell. Becky Hutson. Amy Rouse and Nalley Dycus.
Hostesses for the meeting were Ruth Esersmeyer. Mary
Beeth hays. Wyneth Harrington. JudithHill. Shirley Jenstrom.
Martha Joiner and Lee Kern.
The Chorus of the Music Department and the .choirs of Calloway County High School and Murray High School will perform at the annual Holiday. Open House at the club house on
Dec 5 at 2 P.m.
A reception will follow the program The public is invited
for the concert and reception.
The Music Department will base its next regular meeting
on Jan 18. 2005. to hear a program by Sonya Baker. soprano. professor at Murray State University.
Hostesses will be Pat Miller. Kathy Mowery. Ann le —ailLe
Joann Niffenegger. Norma Paschall and Virginia Randolph.

Jogs
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

JO BURKEEKteOger & Tomes photo

Jessica Ottway presented two selections on her violin at
the luncheon of Christian Women of Murray.

Murray Art Guild will hase its Holiday
Open House and opening reception of the
Member..' Exhibit on Sunday from 2 to 4
p.m. at the guild. located at 103 North
Sixth St_ in downtown Murray.
The exhibit will continue through Dec.
17 during regular hours of 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday,
7 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday, or by appointment.
The public is urged to attend. For more
information call 753-4059.

Murray State Um% ersity: Chamber Singers will welcome the
holiday season with their Dickens holiday dinner on Dec. 3
and 4. The dinner will begin as 6:30 p.m. in the ballroom of
MSU Curris Center. Caroling by the North Calloway Elementary' School chorus, directed by Tracy Leslie, will begin at
6:15 p.m. Dr. Bradley 'Alinquist is director of the Chamber
Singers. The public is invited, but no tickets will be available
at the door. Tickets are 525 each and may be purchased by
calling 762-6936.

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. This is open to all singles.
Plans will be discussed for the Christmas Dance (004 to be
Dec. 3 from 6 to II p.m. at Gibson building. Mayfield. For
Information call Vicky at 753-3128, Laverne at 753-0181 or
Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Pctc

prc, dec.'

Christmas waves a magic wand over the
world, and behold, everything is softer
and more beautiful. —Norman Vincent Peale
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$1 Salo First of Each Month • Always 20%-7S% Off

Statistics of the results of
the 43 mission teams in 2004
to Honduras and Nicaragua of
the Baptist Medical & Dental
Mission International were
given by Effie Kemp at the
NON ember luncheon of the

ral'Obal
MArtgage
ØLUTh tic
www.githalmtglink.com

Name Brand Clothes Out Daily
Open \lim -‘tat 10 am -6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

Accepting New Patients
thifl A I.Pkilliftrlisz

Ear, Nose & Throat
Phillip Mapper. M.O.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required GA for Appointment(270) 759-4811

34o South 8th Street - Suite :304E, - Murray. KY

Kemp gives report of
missions at CW luncheon

42071

Murray Civic Music Association
wiaNCIA4web.org
Murray, KY
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Holida
& New Year
Resolution
= Less Debt
• Debt Consolidation =
Pay Off Credit Cards & Loans
• Refinance by Combining
st & 2nd = Lower Payment
• Flexsaver 1st Mortgage =
4.75% Interest Only*
• Examos $103003 = $39553 Pe,
• Rates vary Prime Rate Less 25%

(270) 753-7407
111 N. 12')St.
Suite 13 • Murray

Christian Women of Murray at
First United Methodist Church
social hall. Murray.
Kemp said there were 1.714
team members: 10,412 professions of faith; 23,429 Bibles dismedical
tributed:
110,884
patients treated: 554,044 prescriptions filled; 10.863 dental
patients treated: 18.856 teeth
pulled: 20.818 eyeglasses distributed: and 10.268 animals
treated by veterinarians.
Many persons have taken
part in these mission trips from
this area. Present at the luncheon here were Kemp. Jo Lovett,
Jean Bird and Judy Stahler.
who have all participated in
this special effort.
Jennifer Ottway,. violinist.
entertained with two selections.
She is a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is working with her father at
Ottway Signs.
Presenting a homily on
-Thanksgiving" was Jean Shipley, a retired English teacher
and guidance counselor.
The next luncheon will be
Dec. 17, at 10 a.m. in the
social hall of First United
Methodist Church. All interested persons are invited. For
more information call Freda
Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett
at 753-4683.

Presents

.*

Holiday Pops Concert

LOUISVILLE
ORCHESTRA

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THRU DEC 2
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY

with Tim King, Tenor

With Best Wishes
For you Sz yours,
a wonderful holiday
season filled with much
harmony and joy.
Be Blessed!

Thursday, December 2, 2004• 7:00 p.m.
All performances in

Murray State University's
Historic Lovett Auditorium.
Murray, Kentucky
$20 tickets available at the door.
For more information call 753-4446.
Partial funding has seen proi'tied hy the Kentucky Arts Coons:II, a stale
agencs in the commerce Cabinet. ssilh support from the
\
Endo% mcnt for the Ans.

Xetv Life
:Boas/ore
5th & Main
Court Square • Murray
753-1622
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
930 a.m.-5 p.m. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Spongebob Squarepants
PG - 6:45- 8:45
Polar Express
G - 6:55
After the Sunset
PG13 - 9:00
Alexander
R- 7:40
Christmas With The Kranks
PG - 7:20 - 9:35
National Treasure
PG - 7:10 - 9:45
Bridget Jones
R - 7:30 - 9:50

The Incredibles
PG - 7:00 - 9:25

Ut
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Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church. Please enter
from the southside rear door located near the playground. The
only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or
addiction in a relative or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday

Presenting the program at the November meeting of the
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club were,
from left. Mark Dycus. Melanie Dawson, Julie Warner,
Judith Hill, Helen Campbell. Becky Hutson, Amy Roos
and Nancy Dycus.
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Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday

Dickens holiday dinner planned

JO BuRKEEitteciger & Times photo
Members of the mission teams to Honduras and
Nicaragua present at the luncheon of Christian Women of
Murray were, from left. Jo Lovett. Effie Kemp. Jean Bird
and Judy Stahler.
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Program planned on identity theft
Kentucky State Trooper Barry Meadows will teach a workshop on -Presenting Identity Theft" on Tuesday at 10 a.m. at
the Calloway County Extension Office. 310 South Fourth St.,
Murray. The workshop is free to all who are interested in this
important topic.

Schools Calendar Committee to meet
Calloway County Schools Calendar committee will meet
Wednesday at 3:45 p.m. in room I at the Calloway County
Board of Education to discuss the 2005-2006 school calendar.

Parent Support Group will meet
Parent Support Group. formerly called Parents Anonymous,
will meet tonight from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call
753-7004.

Income Tax program is today
UK Farni Management Specialists Jennifer Rogers and David
Heisterberg will present a program on "Income Tax Management" today at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray State Expo classroom.
The program will last about two hours. Refreshments will be
served.

Relay for Life meeting today
Relay' for Life of Calloway County committee will meet
today at 5:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. For more information call Kathy
Hodge at 436-2424 or visit www.callowayrelayforlife.org.

Santa Claus will be on courtsquare
Santa Claus is coming to downtown Murray. He will be at
his home on the courthouse square located on the north side
of the courthouse. His hours will be 4 to 7 p.m. Dec. 3 and
4: noon to 3 p.m.. Dec.I I: and 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Dec. 18,
22. 23 and 24. Persons may come and also get a picture made
with Santa. For information call Murray Main Street at 7599474.

Family Service needs help
West Kentucky United Methodist Family Services still need
people, classes, groups etc. to adopt foster children for their
wish list. The service would like to have $200 Co cover the
wish list and '$20 for stockings. If you wish to donate. call
Elizabeth at 1-270-443-9004.

Salvation Army Unit needs bell ringers
Kerry Lambert, chairman of the local unit of The Salvation
Army, needs volunteers to help with the ringing of the Salvation Army Bell at Wal-Mart. Ringers are needed for Dec. 17,
18, 22, 23 and 24. Lambert said "we invite any church, youth
group, civic groups, fraternities, sororities and businesses to
help us provide for the needs of Calloway County this year."
For questions or to sign up for ringing, call Lambert at 7621274 or 753-7265.

Sponsorships for Santa Project needed
The 2004 Santa Project serves children, school age and
younger, in the Murray and Calloway County area by providing gifts of clothes, toys and books. Michelle Hansen, coordinator of Calloway County Family Resource Center, said "sponsors are needed for the special program by donating a toy, volunteering or giving a monetary donation." To volunteer for any
way, call the center at 762-7333 or 759-9592.

Need Line needs donations for baskets
Donations will be accepted until Dec. 10 to help fill the
Christmas baskets for families for the holidays by Need Line.
Persons may bring items to the Need Line office in the Weaks
Community Center. For information call 753-6333.

Counseling Center Now Open

Alexander & Associates
Integrating a faith-based perspective.
• Marri.L.:(
•
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Mon.- Thurs.,9 a.m. 5 p.m.
6, Steven Alexander, Ph.D. Debbie Sparin, MA.• 100 Main St. • Murray • 759-3138
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FARM
Christmas trees go 'designer'
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AURORA, Ore.(AP) — Joe
Sharp has traveled the world but
says he has never found a more
perfect Christmas tree than in
Oregon, the nation's largest producer in a $791 million industry
and a leader in the effort to
revive the holiday market for
live trees.
Sharp, a former airline executive turned tree grower, has
created a "designer tree" out of
the noble fir, a fragrant and sturdy evergreen that only the climate and soil in Oregon can produce in abundance.
Sharp and his Yule Tree
Farms are shipping noble firs
across the country to test the
demand for a higher-priced tree
that is carefully managed from
seedling to shipping, resulting in
a lush, symmetric shape that
resists drying.
He is betting that consumers
will justify the extra cost in
exchange for the guarantee of a
classic appearance and durability, along with the reassurance
his operation is friendly to the
environment.
Tree farms turn idle acreage
into productive farmland, protect against erosion, provide
jobs and their products can be
recycled and regenerated —
unlike the petroleum-based plastic used to make artificial trees,
Sharp said.
"It's just part of the whole
industry that has been developing to bring the farm experience
back to urban Americans,"
Sharp said.
So far, the reception to the
Oregon noble firs has been positive in test markets, despite a
AP Photu
$70 to $80 price tag in some
thousands
of
trees
at the
of
against
a
backdrop
tree
as
a
noble
fir
Sharp
inspects
Joe
areas.
tree farm in Aurora, Ore., Wednesday, Nov. 10, 2004. His Christmas tree business is get"I don't think we'll have any
ting into the business of designer Christmas trees.
problem selling them," said Tom
Anrico, a veteran buyer for Stew
The shift shows that con- Wal-Mart and lugging a plastic ple forget when comparing them
Leonard's, an upscale supermar- sumer trends have become more tree home in box, so we have to to other agricultural products is
ket chain based in Norwalk, complex and tree growers need remind them of that."
that Christmas is such a comConn.
more sophisticated techniques to
Ron Hudler, who operates the pressed harvest season — it's
The designer tree is part of a reach buyers, Loiterstein said.
Hudler Carolina Tree Farm Inc. just a crazy time of year," said
larger marketing effort by the
North Carolina, the nation's Brian Ostlund, executive secreexample,
he
said
the
in
For
Christmas
Tree trade group has noticed what No. 2 producer,says growers are tary of the Pacific Northwest
National
Association to renew consumer appears to be a move back to tra- working to adapt to changing Tree Association.
"If growers don't have to
demand for live trees.
ditional holiday values by the tastes and offer more alternareach
too far outside the traditives.
But
given
the
lead
time
us
an
so-called "Generation Y" —
"Our market has shifted on
tional boundaries of putting
and we just didn't pay atten- age group from 14-28 that has required, it is difficult.
"The decisions we made six them on trucks to Los Angeles
tion," said Irwin Loiterstein, seen a steady increase in divorce
director of the association's and single-parent homes and to seven years ago are the ones or Dallas-Fort Worth, they can
views the holiday as a way to we have to live with in today's handle it," Ostlund said.
national marketing campaign.
But the industry must move
reunite
families, if only tem- market," Hudler said.
He notes annual sales of live
to
expand markets, he said,
porarily.
become
a
factor
Shipping
has
trees dropped from about 32
"They are very family orient- with the increase in fuel costs including efforts to sell trees in
million in 2000 to 23.4 million
and busy trucking • companies Mexico, Japan and China.
in 2003, while the number of ed," Loiterstein said.
"You have to pay attention to
"Half the fun of the holidays unable or unwilling to shoulder
artificial trees displayed each
where
the customers are at. You
extra
burden.
the
year has grown from an estimat- is picking out a tree on a lot or a
can't
just
wait for the phone to
about
"You
don't
get
unique
thing
farm,"
he
said.
"The
ed 50.6 million in 2000 to 62.9
said
Ostlund
ring,"
peowith
going
to
trees
that
a
lot
of
experience
Christmas
that
million in 2003.
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According to the Kentucky Christmas Tree Association there
are over 50 Christmas tree growers in the commonwealth. Most
farms are in the north central region but there are several in
west Kentucky. The Association web site, www.kychristmastrees.com lists tree farm locations.
The National Christmas Tree
Association notes that there are over
500,000 acres of Christmas trees grown
in the U.S. Each acre provides the daily
oxygen requirements of 18 people.
The top Christmas tree producing states
are Oregon, North Carolina, Michigan,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. The top
selling Christmas Trees are: balsam fir,
Douglas fir, Fraser fir, noble fir, Scots
Extension (Scotch) pine, Virginia pine, and white
pine.
Notes
Here in Kentucky producers primariBy Lloyd
ly grow white pine. Virginia pine,
Weatherly
Calloway County Douglas fir, Colorado blue spruce,
Norway spruce and Scots pine,
Agriculture
Extension Agent although there have been problems to a
degree with this species.
It can take as many as 15 years to grow a tree of average
retail sale height(6 - 7 feet) or as little as 4 years, but the average growing time is 7 years.
Tree freshness and form will be greatly enhanced if the trees
can be purchased from a source that displays trees standing
upright rather than lying down. Generally, brown needles on the
interior of the tree do not indicate poor quality. Look for fullness, coloring and good needle holding characteristics on the.
current and previous season's growth. One other point: select a
tree that is a little larger than that needed to provide some
greens for extra decoration and to allow for a fresh cut on the
stump.
When the ideal tree has been selected, bring it home and
make a fresh cut across the stump, either at an angle or in a "V"
shape to allow for a greater absorbing surface. Once completed.
the tree stump can be placed in a bucket of tepid water or in a
solution of ammonium sulfate. Adding the right amount of
ammonium sulfate to the water will make wood and needles of
the tree more fire resistant.
The procedure to follow using this fertilizer, available at garden stores, is to weigh the tree using a bathroom scale and
divide the weight in pounds by four. This will give the amount
of fertilizer in pounds needed to treat the tree. If the tree weighs
12 pounds, then 3 pounds of ammonium sulfate would be needed.
For each pound of fertilizer, 1.5 pints of water is used to dissolve the material, so the example tree would then require 4.5
pints of water to dissolve the 3 pounds of fertilizer. Fresh cut
trees will absorb this solution or just plain water very quickly:
old cut trees will absorb it slowly. Either way, be sure the butt
end of the tree is kept in the fertilizer solution or water throughout the holiday season.
To enhance the color and help minimize messiness you can
spray the tree with a solution of anti-desiccant 140 parts water:
1 part anti-desiccant) an hour or two before putting it up. This
will help keep the tree turgid with water longer, which reduces
filling the holder containing the water or solution as often, and
will help to minimize the threat of fire hazard. Anti desiccants
and fire retardants are available at garden stores. WILT-FRIT is
one brand name anti desiccant.

No Score?
Know The Score.
Check Sports Daily In The
Ledger & Times
ALLIED

HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Don't Lose It...Use It!
Before year's end, use it for:
• Eye Exams • Glasses • Contacts
• Sunglasses

Eyecare Specialties

AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.• 759-2500

All Brands'
212 East Main St. • 753-1586
We Service
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Enhance Christmas
tree longevity with
simple measures

Flex Account Insurance?

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

IS

H

200 Poplar St.• Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

62-
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The best deal in town ends soon!
"
7000i?ing SetOiel2

800-227-4125
270-753-1465
Pagliai's Special
8-inch pizza

LeRoy Special
8-inch pizza

Meat Lovers

ANY 8-inch Pizza

8-inch pizza

leNcepl The Ever).thing)

$499 $499 $499

$499

Ask your server about our other specials priced at'3"

'499

(prices do not include drink & tax or rip)

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK!

Pa flail
Pizza& Itahan Restaurant since 1'472

970 Chestnut Street • Murray

CALL FOR
CARRYOUT

753-2975

gA4 flOga ge, COQY 20 0441t.5

905 Arcadia Drive
Murray, KY 42071

*OXYGEN
•NEBULIZERS
•HOSPITAL BEDS
*WHEELCHAIRS
Joint Commission
•24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
on Accreditation of
*LICENSED RESPIRATORY THERAPIST Health
Organizations
•CPAP/BiPAP

APAMISIMICa=147.4arani"Z.Z.:721'.,et,
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SPORTS
MISSOURI 59 - MURRAY STATE 55

Tigers tame Racers

AP Photo

Tennessee Titans quarterback Steve McNair (9) fumbles as he is hit by Houston's Antwan Peek (98) during the fourth quarter Sunday in Houston. The Texans beat the Titans 31-21.

AP Photo

Missouri's Kevin Young, left, and Murray State's Pearson Griffith, collide with each other as they battle
for a rebound Sunday during the first half in Columiba, Mo.

Mizzou hands Murray State its first loss of the season,
shutting down the Racers' offense in the second half
,COLUMBIA, Ma.(AP) —
Linas Kleiza knew it when
he saw it. Jason Conley was
fired up and would not let
his team lose.
"He just took the game
over." Kleiza said.
With the Tigers trailing by
seven with
left, Conley
scored eight consecutive points
for the Tigers including a
thunderous dunk that became
a three-point play and drew
Missouri within one. Jimmy
McKinney took over from
there, pushing the Tigers to
a 59-55 win over Murray State
on Sunday„ and breaking a
three-game losing streak.
Conley. the only senior who
sees playing time, finished
with II points and McKinney had a team-high 12.
Thomas Gardner added 10
points for the Tigers (3-3).
Conley said he saw an
opportunity to turn the game
around and grabbed it.
"There are certain guys that
show their true leadership with
words, and there are some
that show it with action,"
Conley said. "I'm one of those
guys that likes to go out and
do it."
After a 12-2 run gave Murray State (2-1) a 46-39 lead
with 7:55 left. Missouri
responded with a 16-4 rally
for a 55-50 lead. Coach Quin

Snyder said Conley took over
the team huddle after that.
"Jason Conley put his foot
down and said, 'You know
what? I'm not letting this happen," Snyder said. "Our guys
in the huddle, they were all
saying the right things and
I'm glad that we were rewarded for our perseverance,"
Conley started Missouri's
rally with a 3-pointer from
the left wing and a leaner. After
Missouri tipped a shot into
its own basket, Conley had
his momenturkchanging dunk
and converted -from the line
to draw the Tigers within one
point.
"Jason was the guy who
really started making some
plays," Snyder said.
McKinney took over after
Conley was done,scoring Missouri's next seven points. His
3-pointer with 4:55 left .gave
Missouri the lead for good.
Trey Pearson hit a 3-pointer with 1:12 to go, bringing
Murray State within two
points, and Conley committed a turnover on Missouri's
next possession. The Racers
were unable to convert, however, and Missouri sealed its
win with free throws from
McKinney, Conley and Jason
Horton.
McKinney said it was
increased focus on sharing the

It's Couples again
in Skins Game
l.A Qt
IA. Calif. (AP) — It seemed as if it was just a
matter of time before Fred Couples would win the Skins Game.
Doesn't he always?.
Sure enough. when Tiger Woods had a splashdown on the
fourth playoff hole. Couples needed to just play it safe to cap
another remarkable Thanksgiving weekend in the desert.
Couples claimed the final three skins and $340,000 on the
fourth extra hole Sunday to win his record fifth Skins Game
s. ith a total of $640,000.
"It's a sweet day for me," Couples said.
Thanksgiving weekend has always been money time for the
-15-year-old Couples. He has won a record $3,515,000 and 77
skins in 11 appearances in the made-for-TV tournament.
"I'm just happy I took the 'King of Skins' extra holes,"
said Woods, who had plenty of chances to win. "I made him
work for it."
Couples won all his money Sunday, starting with a birdie
putt worth $300,000 and eight skins on the first hole. He finally won the tournament after Woods' tee shot went into the
water on the last playoff hole, the par-3, 204-yard 17th at Trilogy Golf Club on a cold, windy day in the desert.
Woods finished second with five skins and $310,000, more
money than he won in his previous four Skins Games cornhined.
After making a sensational Skins Game debut last year,
Annika Sorenstam was shut out this time. She and Aussie
Adam Scott were eliminated on the first playoff hole. Scott
won two skins and $50,000 Saturday, when the first nine holes
were played.

AP Photo

Murray State's Shawn Witherspoon, right, and teammate Trey Pearson, center, try to get a timeout next
to Missouri's Jimmy McKinney, left, during a scramble for a loose ball in the second half Sunday in
Columbia, Mo. Missouri won 59-55.
ball that changed the game.
"It's a collective thing,"
McKinney said. "It wasn't just
me and Jason; we were making the extra pass. We went
away from that the last three
games."
The Tigers, who struggled

from the field in losses to
Creighton and Houston in last
week's Guardians Classic, hit
six of their first eight shots
to take a 17-5 lead. Murray
State was 2-for-10 over that
span, including l-for-6 from
•See RACERS Page 9

Texans rally
past Tennessee
HOUSTON (AP) — David
Carr watched helplessly from
the sideline last week while
Brett Favre methodically moved
the Green Bay Packers down
the field in the final minute
to snatch away a victory from
the flouston Texans.
Given a chance of his own
Sunday, Carr put together a
passable imitation of his boyhood idol.
Carr threw for 201 yards
and two touchdowns and
Domanick Davis rushed for a
season-high 129 yards and a
score to help the Houston-Texans rally from an 18-point
deficit in a 31-21 win over
the Tennessee Titans.
"The game couldn't have
started any tougher for us,"
Texans coach Dom Capers said.
"The team learned from the
tough defeat last week. You
have to hang in there and battle."
After allowing Favre and
the Green Bay Packers to come
back from a 10-point deficit
in the fourth quarter for a win
last week. Carr and the Texans rallied from the largest
deficit in franchise history for
a victory.
"I just said it couldn't get
any worse," Carr said. "We
just had to go out and keep
believing in ourselves. That's
what we did, and it worked
out for us."
The Texans (5-6) ended a
three-game losing streak and,
perhaps most importantly to

their fans, swept the season
series from the team they
replaced in Houston. Titans
owner Bud Adams, who moved
the Houston Oilers to Tennessee in 1996, took in the
defeat from a luxury suite in
the stadium Houston wouldn't
build for him.
Huston also tied its win total
from last season in its 11th
game, a clear improvement for
the third-year team.
The Titans(4-7)dropped into
last place in the AFC South,
likely ending their slim playoff hopes much earlier than
expected. Tennessee has missed
the playoffs only once in the
previous five seasons.
"These
are
uncharted
waters;" Titans coach Jeff Fisher said. "We haven't been here
before."
Tennessee wasted a brilliant
first-half performance from
Steve McNair.
McNair completed his first
seven passes for 80 yards,
including a couple of touchdown throws to Erron Kinney
to give Tennessee a 14-0 lead.
He added another touchdown
pass to Derrick Mason early
in the second quarter, increasing the Titans' lead to 21-3.
Carr had an interception on
his first pass attempt of the
game, throwing right to Titans
safety Scott McGarrahan, drawing a chorus of boos from the
normally
patient Houston
crowd.

Murray State beats up on Ball State
Special to the Ledger
MUNCIE, Ind. — Senior guard Rebecca Remington scored a career-high 29 points
and sophomore guard Ashley Hayes arched
in a career-high 25 as the Murray State
Lady Racers upended host Ball State 8776 Sunday afternoon.
Remington hit 12 of her 21 shots from
the field and handed out a game-high 'six
assists. Hayes, a native of Kokomo, Ind.,
had family and friends watch as she
popped in seven of her 14 3-point attempts,
shooting 9-for-I8 from the field to go
with four rebounds and three assists. Her
seven treys is one short of the school
single-game record, set last season by
Megan Fuqua.
The Lady Racers committing only seven
turnovers while forcing 18. After claiming only three offensive rebounds in its
previous game, Murray State grabbed 12
Sunday, with nine of those coming in the
first half.
"I was really pleased," said MSU head
coach Joi Williams. "We did a much better job on the defensive end (Sunday).
We sent them to the free-throw line too
many times in the first half (Ball State
was 11-for-12 from the line in the first
half). but we did a much better job in
the second half (4-for-5).

MICHAEL DANN Ledger file photo

'Rebecca Remington scored a
game-high 29 points as the Lady
Racers upended Ball State Sunday afternoon.
"We challenged our kids to play.better and to go harder for the rebounds
and go after the ball on every play. This
will provide us with something we needed to build on."
Murray State (2-2) opened the game
with an early 10-6 lead, but Ball State
(2-2) used a 15-8 run to get out to a 2118 lead midway through the first half.
The Cardinals pushed out to a 26-22
lead, but the Lady Racers pushed right
back, using a 14-4 run on the strength
of three Hayes treys, a Hayes jumper and

a free throw and a lay-in by Remington
to take a 36-30 lead with 1:36 left in
the half.
BSU scored the last four points of the
half from the line to narrow MSU's lead
to 39-38 at halftime.
Ball State opened the second half on
a 13-5 run, taking a 51-44 lead four minutes into the half. But that is when MSU
got things going. The Lady Racers went
on a 16-3 run that gave them the lead
for good, tying the game at 51-51 on a
layup by sophomore guard Gerraca
Matthews and taking the lead for good
on a lay-in by senior forward Kaleena
Miller, giving MSU a 53-51 lead with
13:13 left in regulation.
Ball State cut the lead to one on a 3pointer, but Hayes struck with a jumpshot and a trey of her awn to give MSU
a 60-54 lead at the end of the 16-3 run.
The Cardinals cut the MSU lead to
three midway through the second half,
but Remington went on an 8-0 run all
her own, hitting two free throws and three
layups to push the Lady Racers' lead to
70-59 with just under nine minutes to
play. MSU took its largest lead at 87-74
with a minute left in the game.
Freshman guard Shaleea Petty added
'12 points for Murray State.
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Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency
753-8355

David King 901 Sycamore
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Murray Middle School's seventh grade boys' basketball team recently placed second In the EagleFest
Tournament at Graves County. The Tigers reached the tournament's championship game by defeating
host Graves County 53-45 and University Heights Academy 35-33. The MMS team is coached by Adam
French (pictured), Justin Ard and Justin Scott.

Eagles in playoffs; Falcons on verge
By The Associated Press
off the Falcons (9-2), who look like the
Now the Philadelphia Eagles can start only other legitimate Super Bowl conthinking about the playoffs, and ending tender in the conference.
In other games, it was: Cincinnati 58,
their unenviable run of losses in the NFC
Cleveland 48 in the highest-scoring NFL
title game.
While the Eagles won their fourth con- game since the 1970 merger; Pittsburgh
secutive NFC East crown Sunday with a 16, Washington 7; New England 24, Bal27-6 victory over the New York Giants, timore 3; Oakland 25, Denver 24; San
the Atlanta Falcons moved to the verge Diego 34, Kansas City 31; the New York
of their third division title - ever. The Jets 13, Arizona 3; Minnesota 27, JackFalcons beat New Orleans 24-21 and need sonville 16; Buffalo 38, Seattle 9; Miami
Just one more win in their final five 24, San Francisco 17; Houston 31, Tengames to secure the NFC South champi- nessee 21; and Carolina 21, Tampa Bay
14.
onship.
On Monday night, St. Louis is at Green
For the Eagles (10-1), making the playoffs is a minor step. They're determined Bay.
The holiday weekend began Thursday
to reach the Super Bowl after falling in
the NFC championship game the last three with Indianapolis (8-3) beating Detroit
41-9 and Dallas (4-7) defeating Chicago
years.
To do so, they might have to knock (4-7) 21-7.

Giants quarterback Eli Manning is
sacked by Philadelphia Eagles defensive tackles Corey Simon, left, and
Darwin Walker, right, during the
third quarter Sunday.

Vols head to Atlanta
with some questions

II Racers ...
From Page 8
long range.
Missouri struggled after a
Linas Kleiza 3-pointer with
10:47 left in the first half,
going almost eight minutes
without a point until Kevin
Young's layup with 3:02 to go.
The Racers went on a 130 run during the Tigers' slump
and trailed 27-26 at the half.
With the game tied at 39, the
Racers scored seven straight
points to frustrate the Tigers
and fire Conley up.
Murray State coach Mick
Cronin said his team faced a
difficult challenge against a
team looking to end its losing
skid.
"We were trying to get everybody on the same page offensively in an environment where
you're facing a team with their
back against the wall," cronin
said. "Missouri dug it out late
and you have to give them
credit."
Or, more accurately, Conley and McKinney salvaged the
victory late.
"You can talk all day," Conley said. "If you go out and
show people that you're ready
to lead and ready to make a
stand, I think that's what's
important."
The game was the first in
Mizzou Arena since its name
change. It was previously named
Paige Sports Arena after Elizabeth Paige Laurie, the daugh-

AP Photo

RACERS 55

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
-- The Tennessee Volunteers
have been asked the last two
weeks about facing Auburn for
a second time this season in
the Southeastern Conference
championship.
MISSOURI (3-3)
They have tried to keep their
Young 3-6 1-3 7, Brown 2-3 0-2 6,
focus on Vanderbilt and KenMcKinney 3-7 4-6 12, Conley 4-8 2-4
tucky, but now the regular sea11 Gardner 4-8 0-0 10. Horton 0-3 1-2
1, Dandridge 0-0 0-0 0, Ferguson 1-2
son is over and the SEC title
1-2 3 Kleiza 4-10 0-4 9, Grimes 0-0 0game is next week.
0 0 Totals 21-47 9-23 59
"It's finally here and we
Halftime - MISSOUTI 27, Murray State
can talk about it," coach Phillip
26 3-Point goals - Murray State 5Fulmer said after Saturday's
18 (Pearson 2-6, Witherspoon 1-2,
37-31 win over Kentucky.
Redding 1-2. Hopkins 1-4, Jenifer 0-2,
One of the first topics to
Orr 0-2) Missouri 8-20 (Brown 2-2.
McKinney 2-4, Gardner 2-5, Conley 1address might be how can the
2, Kleiza 1-5. Horton 0-2). Fouled out
Vols play Auburn with a defense
-Jenifer Technicals- Murray State
that's played poorly the last
bench Rebounds - Murray State 35
(Pearson 8), Missoun 36 (Kleiza 7).
two games?
Assists - Murray State 10 (Pearson
Tennessee, which remained
4), MISSoun 11 (McKinney 4) Total
at No. 15 in this week's poll,
fouls- Murray State 22, Missouri 15.
had six turnovers and Aubuzp
A -4270.
had 400 yards of total offense
ter of Missouri donors Bill and in the Tigers' 34-10 victory on
Nancy Laurie. The name change Oct. 2.
After the loss, the Vols won
came Friday, after nationally televised allegations that Paige its next four SEC games and
Laurie paid another student to clinched a berth in the SEC
championship by beating Vancomplete her assignments at
derbilt 38-33 last week.
the University of Southern CalThe Vols (9-2, 7-1) could
ifornia.
have lost to Kentucky and still
The Laurie family donated been the East division cham$25 million toward the construc- pion. But losing to a team that
tion of the arena but agreed had not beaten them since 1984
on Tuesday to drop its nam- would have been a huge embarrassment and done little to
ing rights.
MURRAY STATE (2-1)
Witherspoon 3-6 0-1 7, Redding 6-11
2-2 15, Griffith 2-7 1-25, Pearson 6-12
2-2 16, Jenifer 0-6 0-0 0, Dansby 0-1 000, Hopkins 1-8 1-24, Orr 0-2 0-0 0,
Jackson 0-0 0-0 0, Johnson 3-6 0-1 6,
TEAM 1-1 0-0 2. Totals 22-60 6-10 55.

TYRONE L. DANIELS, MD. FACC
JACKSON PURCHASE CARDIOLOGY
Mayfield's hometown heart care expert is
accepting new patients in all aspects of cardiology: heart failure, hypertension, preventive, and
coronary artery disease.
SERVICES PROVIDED INCLUDE: consultative
and inpatient, all forms of stress testing including
echo and nuclear. echocardiography, cardiac
catheterization.
Let a trained, experienced cardiologist perform
and interpret your needed testing. You don't
have to leave town to get quality care,

Jackson Purchase Medical Offices
Mon. - Thurs., 1 - 4 p.m.• Fri., 12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
(270) 251-4545 by appointment

boost their confidence before
facing undefeated Auburn.
The Wildcats(2-9, 1-7) nearly pulled off the upset while
Tennessee's defense failed to
be effective until the fourth
quarter. And Vanderbilt almost
ended its two-decade losing
streak to the Vols last week.
Fulmer.thought Tennessee's
defense just didn't have its
heart in the game.
"Defense is a game of passion, emotion, flying around.
You can't be afraid to give up
big plays," Fulmer said. "We
now need to score 30-something points to get a win and
that isn't good."
"Auburn is a very talented
team, on a roll, with something to prove. We'll have to
play very well against them."
Vanderbilt rolled up 420
yards of offense last week.
Kentucky had 323 total yards,
its second biggest offensive
output since getting 560 yards
in a win over Indiana. Tennessee
sealed both wins with interceptions at the end.
"From my standpoint, the
defense hasn't gotten to where
it should be in the last two
weeks," Tennessee defensive
end Karlton Neal said. "I take
nothing away from Vanderbilt
and Kentucky."

National Basketball Association
Standings
All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
6 6 500
Philadelphia
6 7 462 112
Toronto
6 9 400 1 112
8.333
2
Boston
4
New Jersey
2 11 154 4 112
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
5.667
Miami
10
1/2
Orlando
8 4.667
Washington
5.583 1 1/2
7
Charlotte
3 9 250 51/2
7
Atlanta
2 11.154
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
10 4 714
Indiana
9 4.692 1/2
Cleveland
Detroit
6
7 462 31/2
4
7 364 4 1/2
Milwaukee
1 10.091 71/2
Chicago
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L Pct GB
11
3 786
San Antonio
10
5.667 1 1/2
Dallas
Houston
6 9.400 5 1/2
Memphis
5 9.357
6
1 11.083
9
New Orleans
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GS
Seattle
13 2.867
Minnesota
8 5.615
4
Utah
8 6.571 4 1/2
Denver
5
7 6.538
Portland
5
7 6.538
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
11
Phoenix
2.846
Sacramento
8 5.615
3
L.A. Clippers
8 6.571 3 1/2
L.A. Lakers
8 6.571 3 1/2
Golden State
3 10.231
8

Saturday's Games
New York 108. Toronto 102
Charlotte 107, Atlanta 92
Orlando 105, Philadelphia 99
Cleveland 96, Chicago 74
Dallas 98, Memphis 85
San Antonio 109, Utah 76
Denver 82, Houston 76
Milwaukee 96, Detroit 90
Sunday's Games
Washington 114, Toronto 109, OT
LA Clippers 103, Golden State 91
Miami 106. Boston 104
Portland 83, New Jersey 71
Seattle 103, Indiana 95
Minnesota 121, Sacramento 110
L A Lakers 89, New Orleans 76
Monday's Games
Boston at Orlando. 6 p.m
New Orleans at Denver. 8 p m
Cleveland at L.A Clippers, 9.30 p m
Tuesdays Games
New York at Atlanta, 6:30 p.m.
Toronto at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Charlotte at New Jersey, 6:30 p.m.
Sacramento at Memphis, 7 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.
Detroit at Houston, 7:30 p.m.
San Antonio at Dallas. 7:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Utah, 8 p.m.
Seattle at Portland, 9 p.m.

National Football League Standings
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pet
10
1 0 .909
New England
N Y Jets
8 3 0 .727
5 6 0 .455
Buffalo
Miami
2 9 0 .182
South
L T Pct
W
8 3 0 .727
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
6 5 0 .545
Houston
5 6 0 .455
4 7 0 .364
Tennessee
North
L T Pct
W
Pittsburgh
10 1 0 .909
Baltimore
7 4 0 .636
Cincinnati
5 6 0 .455
Cleveland
3 8 0 .273
West
L T Pct
W
727
San Diego
8 3
Denver
7 4
636
Oakland
4 7
364
Kansas City
273
3 8
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
x-Philadelphia
10
1 0 909
5 6 0 455
N Y. Gonts
4 7 0 364
Dallas
Washington
3 8 0 273
South
L T Pet
W
9 2 0 818
Atlanta
Carolina
4 7 0 364
New Orleans
4 7 0 364
Tampa Bay
4 7 0 364
North
Pet
Minnesota
7 4 0 636
Green Bay
6 4 0 600
Chicago
4 7 0 364
Detroit
4 7 0 364
West
T Pet
Seattle
6 5 O .545
St. Louis
5 5 O 500
4 7 O 364
Anzona
1 10 O 091
San Francisco
x-clinched division
Sunday's Games
Houston 31. Tennessee 21
Pittsburgh 16, Washington 7
Philadelphia 27, N.Y. Giants 6
Cincinnati 58, Cleveland 48
San Diego 34, Kansas City 31
Carolina 21, Tampa Bay 14
Minnesota 27, Jacksonville 16
Atlanta 24, New Orleans 21
Buffalo 38, Seattle 9
N.Y. Jets 13, Anzona 3
Miami 24, San Francisco 17
New England 24, Baltimore 3
Oakland 25, Denver 24
Monday's Game
St. Louis at Green Bay. 8 p m.
Sunday, Dec. 5
Arizona at Detroit, noon
Buffalo at Miami, noon
Houston at N.Y. Jets, noon
Minnesota at Chicago, noon
Tennessee at Indianapolis, noon
Cincinnati at Baltimore, noon
San Francisco at St. Louis, noon
Atlanta at Tampa Bay, noon
Carolina at New Orlions, noon
New England at Cleveland, noon
Denver at San Diego. 305 p.m.
Kansas City at Oakland. 3:05 p.m.
N.Y. Giants at Washington, 315 p.m.
Green Bay at Philadelphia, 3:15 p.m
Pittsburgh at Jacksonville. 7:30 p.m
Monday, Dec.6
Dallas at Seattle, 8 p.m.

Eastern trumps Aces
CHARLESTON,III.(AP)Emanuel Dildy scored 24 points
and Josh Gomes added 23 to
lead Eastern Illinois to a 7974 victory over Evansville Sunday.
The Panthers (1-1) were up
75-69 on a layup by Aaron
Patterson with 2:35 left in the
game, when the Aces (2-1)
scored five straight to narrow
the score to 75-74.
But Gomes and Cortez Forte

each made two free throws in
the final 19 seconds to clinch
the win for Eastern, who led
42-38 at the half.
Matt Webster led Evansville
with 18 points, 8 rebounds and
4 steals, while Lucious Wagner had 13 points and 5
rebounds.
The game was tied eight
times, with the lead changing
hands 14 times.
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Racers vs.
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Wednesday,December 1
7:15 p.m.
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NBC Sports exec Ebersol, son
survive deadly plane crash

GRAND JUNCTION, Colo. (AP) — NBC
Sports chairman Dick Ebersol and his collegeNews
aged son emerged from the fiery wreckage of a
Good Morning Americo I
and KaIly
The View (N1 1
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corporate
jet after it crashed during takeoff and
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parallel to the runway when he saw the plane skid
sideways through a fence and brush before hitting
a roadway that ripped the cockpit from the fuselage, leaving it an unrecognizable wreck. The
Denver Post reported that the jet lifted off briefly
before crashing.
Distel said Charles helped his father through
the front of the plane and that the pair were walking around outside the wreckage as Distel and an
airport official arrived. He said Ebersol didn't say
a word as the younger man cried and yelled "Oh
my God! Oh my God!"
"I had to think for a second, 'who are these
people?" he said. "They weren't severely injured,
they were in shock." Distel said Charles was able
to climb into an ambulance, while the elder
Ebersol was loaded onto a stretcher.
The airport official yelled into the wreckage for
survivors, but heard none. The wreckage left a
burning trail of jet fuel and burst into flames,forcing Distel and other rescuers to get away.
Linda McCool, a nursing supervisor at
Montrose Memorial Hospital, said three men were
taken to the hospital after the crash and later transferred to other hospitals. Dan Prinster, vice president of St. Mary's Hospital in Grand Junction, said
two people were moved there from Montrose
Memorial and another patient. was being flown to
a burn unit in Denver. Neither McCool nor
Prinster would release any other information on
the survivors.
A weekend storm that covered most of the state
dumped more than 3 feet of snow in the Montrose
area and Distel said there was light snow and fog
at the time of the crash. It was not known if weather was a factor and investigators from the FAA and
National Safety Transportation Board were en
route to the airport, 185 miles southwest of
Denver.
The Montrose airport is one of several that
serves Telluride, a popular ski destination for
celebrities.
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Actress Julia Roberts gives
birth to twins, boy and girl
LOS ANGELES(AP) — It's
a girl — and a boy — for actress
Julia Roberts and her husband,
cinematographer Danny Moder.
Roberts gave birth to twins
Hazel Patricia Moder and
Phinnaeus Walter Moder on
Sunday rtforning at a Southern
California hospital, publicist
Marcy Engelman said Sunday.
Roberts, 37, was confined to
bed last month after experiencing a series of early contractions
and wasn't due until early

Roberts

January.
Engelman
said Sunday
in a phone
interview
that "mother
and babies
are
doing
great," but
didn't
release the
twins'

weights or.other details.
Roberts. who skyrocketed to
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MSU offers
workshops on
piano playing

Urgent news for people who have used

BEXTRA or CELEBREX
Many VIOXX.. users suffered
bean a
, heart failure,
blood clots and even death. If you took
'BEXTRA. or CELEBREX. 1/1.1
might also have been at risk for a serious cardiovascular health
problem. if you or a loved one had any of these problems. call us
now toll free at 1-800-THE-EAGLE for a free consultation. wc pra( hii I.
law only In Arizona. but associate with lawyers throughout the ".s,
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
1 -800
0111vr• 10.
-THE-EAGLE
...Ns•
(1-800,843-3245)
www.I 80otheea

e.com

ADVERTISING PAYS! CALL US TO
LEARN NOW!153-1916!

Murray State University will
welcome back professional
pianist, Bernie Schweickart, to
each the popular non-credit
workshop, "Piano Lessons for
Busy People (Easy)." He will
follow up that class with "Piano
Lessons for Busy People
(Intermediate)." Registration is
open to the public and is currently being taken by MSU's
Center
for
Continuing
Education.
Piano Lessons for Busy
People (Easy) meets from 9:30
am, to I p.m. on Dec. 4. Piano
Lessons for Busy People
(Intermediate) meets from 2-5
p.m. The fee for each workshop
is $55. Senior Citizens receive a
10 percent discount on the
classes.
Space in the workshops is
limited. For more information,
or to register, contact 762-3659,
or (800)669-7654, ext. 3659.
z

!bring this Holiday Season
stay involved in
community
local sales events.
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fame with "Pretty Woman" in
1990, has two films coming out
in early December — Mike
Nichols' "Closer" and "Ocean's
Twelve,"
the
Steven
Soderbergh-directed sequel to
200I's star-studded heist caper.
Roberts married Moder in
July 2002 at her home in Taos,
N.M. The twins are the first children for Roberts. who won the
best actress Oscar in 2001 for
"Erin Brockgvich."

IReelSports a

Have your hometown news
delivered daily.
3 Months - 425.00
6 Months - 045.00
1 Year - WOO
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CLASSIFIEDS

sr

Money Ledger & Tunes Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

All real estate advertised hernns vubiett to the revieral Fall
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise anv preference.
Gnutation or disoinunatice bated on race, aim religion vev.
handicap, familial status or national ongui, or intenbon to make
any sudi preferences, limitations or discrinwurion.

Arkelears are requested to chid( the fret
Simeon ol Mow ads or any OflOf Murray
Ledger & Time tall be respmette tor only one
'mortal seneton Any OrtOf SO0Uk1 be reported
media*so corrections ran be made

State laws forbid dismaunation in the sale, rental or advertising at
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under
federal law

DEADLINES
Tuesday

—.................Mon. 11 a.m.

Wednesday

Mort 5 p.m.

Thursday.
Frldsy

Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p m

Saturday

Fani

We will knowingly accept any advertising tor real estate whidi
not a violation of the law. All persons ale hereby informed that all
dwellings advertised are available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair Housing
Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam, 1703I 648-1000

MYR

010
020
cas
330
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legit Notice
Notes
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Went To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190 Farm Equipment
196 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musicts
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Flomes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Room* For Rent
340 Houses For Rant
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets 6 Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Far= For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sets
Motorcycles ti ATV's
Auto Patti
Spoil Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40w( Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads 41,4>i Run Withm t, L5ji Perunt

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AL2A1S12 II WILL MEM.Q_LN
ILLE WEBSITE Al ND EXTRA CHARGE
I INI \ J)'-,
$8.25 erst flay -20 wor•s or ess
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.11 per word per day.
e‘trd r 4,A,cper fMr I 13,,Itted•I't I"ti Shopping Cuide,52
cotta tor blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Mandl Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

Notice

i

060

lla
Wast to Buy

AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training. Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
month. Pre-registration
required. Call 7531421 for info.

JUNK cars wanted.
Free hauling. 293-0319

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109

WEAR pink, free drink
in December. Sandra
D's 94E 293-3816

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.
150

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

The Bull Pen is
now hiring
experienced,
Hostesses,
Servers &
chargrill cooks.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
4141441014111

LOCAL Co. needs
OTR driver. Flatbed
experience necessary.
Weekly home time.
Good pay per load. Call
752-0137 for info.
NOW taking appiicatons for day & night
shift. Apply in person
El Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.
NOW taking applications for Resident
Assistants FT & PT,
good pay, nice community, great residents,
friendly staff. CNA
training a plus. Apply at
Glendale Place, 905
Glendale Road.
ROUTE driver Base
pay plus commission.
Lambert
Apply
at
Vending 411 N. 4th St.
in Murray and mail
applications to 625 S.
4th St., Paducah, KY
42003

Articles
For Sale
FREE
GET a free 4-room
Satellite System. DVR
& HD receivers available, 6 months free HD
package with Dish
Network. Arnenca's top
60 w/local networks
only $29.99 per month.
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
call 759-0901.
FREE L.P. Gas fill with
20 lb tank purchase.
B&B Brokers 7534389.
HOT tub, 5 person.
5HP, 20 jets, digital
cabinet, light, warranty,
used, retail
never
$4,300, sacrifice for
$1,595. 931-538-5777
Trenton
MEN'S uniforms like
new, large shirt, light
blue,
navy
pants.
30x31. (270)489-6178
PING
pong
table.
excellent
condition.
Extra paddles and
balls. $75. 759-8006
PULLETS
489-2632

for

sale

TV'S
COME by & check out
our large selection of
TV's and home electronics. Plasma, LCD,
DLP & Projection. TV
furniture also available.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 500 N. 4th St..
Murray, KY
USED kneehole desks,
L-shaped, executive
desk, work station.
computers, monitors,
copy machines, copy/
fax/ print machines, file
cabinets, telephone
systems/ 7 phones,
chairs, 55 gallon fish
tank/ stand & accessories, 5 cubic ft. refrigerator, microwave, 10
key calculator, staplers,
paper cutter, etc. Call
753-6222
EquiPment
JOHN Deere 40 Series
Tractor, runs great,
solid. $1,500. AC
Welder on wheels, 4
cyl propane, runs good,
works good. $1.500.
436-5277

Now accepting
applications for a parttime service manager.
Apply in person
at Nick's
616 N. 12th
Murray

220
Musical
PIANO Lessons
Jazz Gospel Classical
436-6054

&Childcare
CLEANING houses is
my business. Cal
Linda 759-9553.
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
etc.
kit,
baths,
436Experienced.
5914, Valerie

1

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3558

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all. Cal
Larry at 753-3633

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Help Wanted

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

12X55. 1BR, clean, furnished with appliances,
must be moved. $5,000
OBO.(615) 331-3144
Buccaneer
1998
deluxe 16x80, 3br, 2
bath, appliances, electric, beautiful home.
Call (270) 489-2525
1999 Fleetwood 2BR,
1BA, CM/A. 753-4801
BRING your deed - 0%
down. Financing available. Call Keith Baker
Homes. 731-644-0012/
800-533-3568
CALL Keith Baker
Homes for a large
selection of singlewide
doublewide
and
homes. 731-644-0012,
800-533-3568

Openings now and

in 90 days - Software firm seeking
Customer/ Technical Support Rep w/ great phone &
computer skills. Health ins., 18 paid days off/ yr, retirement plan. Send resume to gale@powerclaim.com or
Hawkins Research, 406 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
gar.r1
t7 I

1-abP(4,g

Limousines & Vans

Student Recreation and Wellness Center.
Murray State University. Full time, nontenure track position to begin January
2005. Qualifications: Bachelors degree
required. Experience in scheduling athletic
leagues and tournaments, training sports
officials, managing budgets. and supervising
staff
student
preferred.
Responsibilities:
Schedule
sports
leagues and tournaments, develop rules
for new activities, train and supervise student staff, train and supervise student officials, supervise extensive residential college competitive leagues, manage budget
and oversee sports Club programs.
Application Deadline: December 10,
2004. To Apply: Send letter of application,
current resume, and three (3) letters of recommendation to Jim Baurer, Director of
Student Life, Murray State University, 314
Curris Center, Murray, KY 42071-0009.
Women and minorities are encouraged
to apply. Murray State University is an
equal education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

DIRECTOR OF DIETARY SERVICE
Mills Manor Nursing Home is currently
seeking a qualified person for Director of
Dietary Services. Must be high school
graduate. Graduate of 90 hours Food
Service Supervisor Course or degree in
Food Service Management. Long term
care dietary experience preferred. Must
have knowledge of state and federal regulations. Knowledge of MDS, RAPS and
Care Plans.
Apply in person at
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, KY 42066

BEAUTICIAN
Henry County Healthcare Center is seeking a
Beautician. The schedule is flexible (full-time or
part-time) and Tuesday through Friday. The candidate must be a licensed Beautician. Previous
experience preferred.
We offer excellent benefits including health,
dental, vision, life, STD & LTD insurance.
retirement, and also a competitive salary package. Interested candidates should send resume
or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

ru
Mobile Homes For Sale
LAND home packages.
Call
Keith
Baker
Homes in Paris. 731644-0012, 800-5333568
NO CASH!! WE CAN
HELP. $0 down and a
$1.000 Wal-Mart gift
card with purchase of a
new home. 731-6426185
1995
PREOWNED
Fleetwood 16x80 3
bedroom, 2 bath. Keith
Baker Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012, 800533-3568
SHARP 1997 nice
mobile home, C/H/A,
14x60, will pay sales
tax and put it in your
name for $8,795 4374465

1Homes For Rent
111
3BR, 1.SBA
753-6012

Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444
1BR with garage and
private
drive
and
References
deposit required. 270293-8462
1BR, 1 bath. W&D.
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325. 1
month free. 759-8780.
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in free
days Coleman RE
759-4118
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment. all appliances including washer/dryer. deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location! (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
FORREST
View
Apartments 121,3 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month. Call 7531970. Leave Message.
Furnished duplex apt.
utilities furnished, day.
week or month, near
lake. (270)227-0806.
HILLDALE Apts now
taking applications 1 &
2 & 3 bedrooms. No
credit check required.
EHO (270)437-4113
TDD711
HILLWOOD apt. 2BR,
trast“water/sewer,
furn, lease & deposit
required.
$350/mo.
293-5117
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-4
Mon -Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 1 BR apt $150
deposit on Brooklyn Dr.
(334) 419-6066 (205)
361-4763.

Equal Opportunity Employer

IF quality matters, see
the 2005 Sunshine
Home. All studs 2x4 on
16" centers 23/32
tongue and groove
flooring. (Twenty-five
year limited warranty),
1(2" vinyl covered
cpvc
rock.
sheet
modular
plumbing,
cabinets, one piece
fiberglass tubs and
showers, and much,
much more. See the
leader
housing
Home
Arrowhead
Sales, 3124 Hwy. 79 N
Paris, TN. Phone
today. 731-641-6900

320

$275

NICE 2BR
mobile
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866

NICE 2BR duplex, no
pets 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
113R From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100c7i of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

1-666-FOR MRJS
1488.3674757

You are -responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $876 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

"A growing force in the construction industry"
Seeking experienced diesel mechanic. Pay commensurate with experience. Apply in person at 719 S. 4th St.,
Murray, KY or call 753-2446
Coordinator of Intra-Collegiate Sports.

INSURANCE

riadgREES2111.
304 Main St.
Murray, la 42071
12701759-5000

BOGARD INCORPORATED

CHRISTMAS is cornng. Receive a $1.000
Wal-Mart gift card with
the purchase of a new
home only at Luv
Homes of Pans. 731642-4046.
COME by Keith Baker
Homes in Paris, TN.
See what Santa has for
you with the purchase
of a new home. Call us
731-644-0012/ 800533-3568

VISA

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Wast
Disposal

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialtq

Ail Types ot Refuse Service

Avoid inflationary cost

1400-585-60

Lock in price; single pa
or payment plan.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
27%-52%
Take checks by phone,
fax, web!
Free recorded message
24 hours. Call now!
1-888-558-9640
4'99963761
FIRST SOO CALLERS GET
$100 OFF

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
'Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 2g3
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

'All Size Units Available
*Now Have Climate Control

753-3853
Houses For Rent
CLEAN
2br,
lba,
C/H/A, carport, W/D. 1
year lease, no pets.
$495p/mo. 753-9636
NICE 3-4 BR, 2 bath
house, close to campus (270)871-8680

Storage Rentals
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
-We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

G&C
STORAGE and

48' Storage
Trailers for
rent
MIW
753-5862
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4183
9 ant -4 pm. M-F

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry IsaarAaren 1:aatN Oztmer,

PSYCHIC READING
by: Mrs. Ann
‘hir
es reader and advisor • gifted from God.
A rear bornal
4111111
• • , al OM
A reputable reader in Murray for 10 years.

270-767-0508
Pets & Supplies
BORDER Collie/ Blue
Heeler pups, born 9/13,
first shots & wormed.
$85. 731-642-2796
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
Yard Sale

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

tf

INDOOR Avon and
"stuff" sale Fridays and
Saturdays gam-6pm or
appointment
by
through December 18.
2004_
New
items
added weekly. 3528
Pottertown Rd. 4365900

Lots For Sale
2 wooded lake lots in
Pine Bluff Shores, 2
blocks from KY Lake.
$2,950 for both. 7537668 (days), 753-4919
(nights)

440
Lots For Sale
3 adjoining building lots
1.17 acres each near
Almo, corner of Short &
Wrather Rd. Sell 1 or
all. $7,000 each. 7537668 (days), 753-4919
(nights)
3.29 wooded acres.
corner of Hwy 444 &
Buffalo Rd. No restrictions. Asking $11,000
0130. 753-7668 (days).
753-4919 (nights)
BEAUTIFUL site in
Spring
Creek
Subdivision on Sandy
Pine 1/2 mile south of
Murray
on
641.
Reduced to $26.000.
270-436-2805
LAKE view lot 75x100
community water available. $3,500. 753-7668
(days),
753-4919
(nights)

Motorcycles & ATV's
1985 Honda 3-wheeler
250
Electric start
w/reverse $700 4362472 or 752-0833

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by I1 am. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
14;00-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

IF

nunercial Prop.
oli
For Sale

408 Sunbury Circle.
753-0020
380
Pea ASupplies
AMERICAN Pit Bull
pups. ADBA NKC reg
istered,
champion
blood lines, blues &
bluies, 4 males & 4
f emales
$350.(270)489-2776

FOR SALE
2100 Country Rd.

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning *Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile'/Ionics
"Brick .All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders •

(270)767-0313 or (270) 527-7176

www.trotterswoodshop.corn
110-1
4
4.
4"
1. 1 k4CS

We build, wail.,
and refinish.

*31110
28R house, central
H&A, wd hookup, no
pets 753-2259, 5278174 $550 a month. 1
month deposit
2BR, 753-4860, 7531502

bedroom, 2 bath homc on one plus acre scenic lot
in S.W. Villa. Extra large double garage plus separate
outbuilding. Priced in $160's with immediate possession. Call 279-753-5755

1220 Hopkins
Road * Murray
753-0249

MOM •••0
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Horoscopes
4W0 Eddie Bauer
Expedition,
1998
112,000 miles, $9500
492-6161

1994 Buick LeSabre
Limited leather, excellent condition 53.950
753-0188
4
Vans
1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
AC, 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything.
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition Call 7679442

R

od Trucks

2001 Chevy Silverado
LS, ext cab, 4 door,
loaded. $16000 080
753-0567
Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters
funk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types 29
years experience Cali
Ceders
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044

LAYTON

Hudson

hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work
753-4545 or 492-6265

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling additions
porches. decks sun
rooms roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair. sagging floors,
termite & water damLarry Nimmo
age
(270)753-9372
Or
(2701753-0353
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

IV laciesliee War

JUNK/
Rubbish
Removal clean ou
attics, garages, yard
waste, etc (270)4892583
Leaf
removal,
mulching, painting, odd
lobs. cleaning. 2270056
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"
"Got Dirt,
753-5827

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for could make all the difference.
Talk openly about your feelings,
Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2004:
You need to verify everything and others will respond. If you
you hear this year, as misunder- have an important message, be
standings can and will run ram- serious rather than light dunng
pant. Partners and authority fig- the discussion. Tonight: Think
seriously about a problem.
ures simply aren't logical, as
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
much as you would like them to **** Expenses could be more
he. Give the people in your life than you had anticipated. On the
the space they need to be a bit other hand, you have tremenflaky. You might have some old dous earning capacity. You also
friends and connections return in have the ability to structure a
your life. Why they left your life successful budget. Think in
in the first place might be signif- terms of the cup being half-full
icant. Avoid swallowing your rather than half-empty. Tonight:
anger this year, and express your Plan your holiday budget.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
feelings appropriately. Don't just ***** Your instincts
carry
Starling
CARPORTS
assume that another person you over a problem. Your feelat $675 installed Roy Painting &
Staining, knows. If you are single, rela- ings about a child, new acquainHill (270)436-2113
Carpentry,
Minor tionships run up- and downhill, tances or a love relationship are
CATHY'S
Custom Plumbing will repair but ultimately you enjoy your- strong. You could feel overly
self. Avoid becoming overly responsible or too serious. Know
Wallpapering. Need your old furniture
given
serious. If you are attached, you that you can lighten up and be
help, Call cell 270- Estimates
978-0569, home 270- Phone 435-4682
might need to split the finances, silly. Tonight: Head home.
QUALITY painting at as money could be an issue. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
492-8342
** Your irritation emerges
an affordable pnce. For Take a workshop
together in dealing with those close when
DNJ HANDYMAN
to you.
estimates, call 293communicating, and you will You might be better off going out
We do all the odd jobs
3647
find that your bond massively for a jog or a walk. You might be
you don't have time
QUICK
Right.
&
improves.
for, Plus, all repairs for
CANCER
gets too serious for your own good.
Painting, House work,
home and business.
Express your happiness with
Yard work. Odd Jobs. uptight.
293-5438
ask about our painting
special

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839

(270)761-2559
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.

Free Column

HOUSE
Cleaning.
Need help cleaning FREE to good home.
during the holiday sea- Pembroke
Welsh
son? Call 753-6341 for _Corgi, female, 6 years
services
old. 270-382-2831

The Stars Show the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Postpone signing any
agreements, for now. Don't be
surprised if someone you're
counting on flakes out or misunderstands plans. Verify every-

thing before acting on it. Don't
stand on ceremony about a call
or a problemS with a friend.
Tonight: Slam the door and don't
answer calls at home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your nerves might be a
bit touchy. especially concerning
the topics of money and love.
How you handle this tension

those close to you. Tonight:
Hang out with favorite people.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A friend might be very
serious or touchy. Your humor
and efforts might fall on deaf
ears. Realize that your Ruler
goes retrograde today. and you
could be out of sorts it you don't
get the reactions you want.
Tonight: Go shopping.

BOB
CORNELISON

nearby states is a significant
problem.
"Basically, because other
states don't have the methamphetamine problem we have,
they don't know." Peterson said.
"It's an ongoing battle."
Last year. nearly 300 meth
labs were seized in Kentucky
while 17 labs were seized in
Georgia, according to Drug
Enforcement Administration
statistics.

CeOrgia's not the only state
where users travel to get ingredients.
"We'll find receipts after
transactions where people will
make a circuit through southern
Indiana." Daviess County
Sheriff Keith Cain said.
In 2002, Kentucky legislators
passed strict laws regarding the
sale and possession of pseudoephedrine. Buying five packages of cold medicine at a drug
• store in Kentucky could lead to
felony charges for the customer
and the clerk. Except for phar-

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Your heartfelt efforts
help a partner or loved one who
is overly serious open up. Still,
don't delude yourself about
another's harsh words, or your
own. You are sitting on a lot of
anger. Partners and bosses
could become flaky! Tonight:
Quality time.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Information heading your
way could be wrong, whether it is
from an expert, associates or a
meeting. Right now, you need to
verity information and do your
own homework. Others seem
very serious. Tonight: Count on
yourself right now, but make an
effort toward others.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Someone might have
made a promise that he or she
cannot keep. Loosen up and be
your positive, independent. cre-

ative self. You'll find solutions to
complications. A child or loved
one acts up in the next few
weeks. Tonight: Get some R and

R.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might not believe
what others are saying. In the
next few weeks, develop a grain
of skepticism. In the next few
weeks, an old friend could return
out of the blue. Relax with others, and be less judgmental.
Tonight: Finish up a project.

BORN TODAY
Singer Billy Idol (1955), TV personality Dick Clark (1929), Prime
Minister Sir Winston Churchill
(1874)

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.

atc up on t e
news. Subscribe
to the Murray
Ledier & Times

Sewing By Steven
9e.y nIior
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding
• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Your serious side emerges

• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

when dealing with a boss or
associates. Your good humor
and willingness to get embroiled
in a mess are two of your better
characteristics. You don't mind a
touch of chaos here and there.
Tonight: Be as free as a bird.

Coll For Appointment 270-753-6361
Enrollment Period Now

Through December 13

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You have what it takes

Meth makers going outside Ky. to get ingredients
OWENSBORO, 1(
\P) —
A pair of Kentuckians looking to
get ingredients for methamphetamine traveled to Atlanta, where
they bought nearly 7.000 pills
containing
pseudoephedrine
from a wholesaler, court documents said.
Now Dennis B. Cartwright.
51. and Vanessa Lynn Jennings.
25. are facing charges of criminal attempt to manufacture
methamphetamine and'unlaw ful
possession of a methamphetamine precursor.
Police in , Kentucky have
found that since stricter laws
regulating meth ingredients
were passed. more and more
people are traveling outside the
state to gather ingredients to
make the drug that has become
an epidemic in rural western
Keotucky.
Sgt. Brock Peterson, supervisor of the Owensboro Police
Department's street chines unit.
said the ability of meth cookers
to obtain pseudoephedrine from

to get information and translate
the facts in a way that others can
absorb. You have an unusual
ability to do research and get
past rigidity, even your own.
Tonight: Catch up on e-mail or
write Christmas cards.

macists or distributors, posses- products commonly used to
sion of more than 24 grams of manufacture methamphetamine
ephedrine or pseudoephedrine and encouraged to monitor the
was established as evidence of sale of those products.
intent to manufacture methamElizabeth Assey with the
phetamine.
Consumer Healthcare Products
Indiana is looking at taking Association, which sponsors the
similar measures. After that national Meth Watch program,
state's Methainphetamine Abuse said the program was modeled
Task Force issued a report late after one in Kansas and has now
last month. Indiana state Rep. expanded to eight states.
Trent Van liaaften proposed reggi#
reatly al:110140644
ulating the 'Aupply of over-rffiiMPS,
th
-getertir
rm
-entvZT"'
'counter cold medicines to crack with law enforcement, and helpdown on methamphetamine pro- ing the community understand,"
duction.
Assey said.
The proposal would require
retailers to store cold medication
behind the counter and require
purchasers to provide valid
photo identification and sign for
the products. It also would limit
the number a people who could
buy in a specific period of time.
In Tennessee, lawmakers
have established a "meth watch"
program, which is a voluntary
program through which retailers
are educated about the sale of

Kentucky's
Affordable
Prepaid Tuition

k01

ofREDAht

KAN applies to technical
colleges. community colleges
and universities!
KAM money can even be ati1'w
,
i4
used at out-of-state
schools!

KAPT n adrothrdered by the Kentucky
•

Educabon Asestance Aathoney
(KKAAI No taxpayer kthds teeth vsed
for the product., or thssenenenon
of these
(MIKA Prothotes
tepee Oppaelandy
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For more information contact:
1-888-919-KAPT • www.getKAPT.com
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Ill'ERNTIAL DAY PA
Let Us Heip th \our Hoildat)Shopping
•MASSAGE. TDERAPI •FACIALS • HAIRE ARE
•SUGARING •MANICURES AND PEDICURES
•AROMATHERAPI *BOLA WR
•GEL NAILS

Home
Auto
Form
IRA's
Nursing Home

Gift Certificates Available
1307 Johnson Blvd. • Murray • 270-767-0760

INSURANCE
HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
www.kfbmurray com

UGLY ROOF STAINS
AWAY®
Roof-Brite®
Since 1968
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

.
muyi11
416
WO
AZ

WWW ARBROOF COM

—RACEWAY AUTO SALES—
tA4vc

CARPET3

&um 7445iitt
-;:ert
WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
-Free In-Home Estimates
'Financing Available
'Window Blinds
'Professional Installation
•100°. Satisfaction Guarantee
'All Major Brands of Ceramic.
Carpet. Vinyl. Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring

CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office (866) 936-6600

Cell:(270) 293-8086
www shopathomecarpets com

•••

See Web Silo for DisLocirits

Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586

'94 Chevy Truck SWB. Sharp
'91 Toyota Corolla Red
'92 Dodge Caravan. Local
'91 Mazda 626, Nice
'96 Mercury Sable, One Owner. Local
'96 Olds Cerra V-6
'95 Buick LeSabre
94 Jeep Cherokee. 4 Dr
'88 Nissan Sentra. 2 Dr Red. Moon Roof
'94 Pontiac Sunbird
93 Saturn
92 Ford Fiesta. 45 mpg
94 Dodge KCab Truck

S3.600
S1.450
$1,950
S1.900
S2.600
S1.950
S3.200
S2.950
S1.250
S1.750
S2.000
S1,300
S6.500

Jimmy Rickman
Subscriber For Over 57 Years
"For more than half my life I have subscribed
the Murray Ledger & Times because my late wt
and I always enjoyed reading our local news.
As a contractor I recently poured the foundatia
to begin construction on my 297th house.
Even with the long hours and six work days a
week Ijust can't rest until I read my Ledger."

0
EDGER& IMES

11.j0 MURRAY

1001 Whitnell Ave. • Murray, KY 42071
753-1916 • www.murrayiedger.com
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Lestoil doesn't
work for psoriasis
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
psoriasis and have tried your
Lestoil remedy without success. Aren't there any new formulations
available
that would
help me?
DEAR
READER:
The Lestoil
remedy was
a bust. I
passed on a
Dr. Gott reader's
suggestion
and invited
By
Dr. Peter Gott replies from
readers who
tried it. The response was overwhelmingly negative, so — as
promised — I wrote a retraction several weeks ago. This
is simply a reminder.
With respect to your major
concern, I have good news.
The Food and Drug Administration has recently approved
three new drugs for the treatment of psoriasis: Enbrel (etanercept), Amevive (alefacept)
and Raptiva (efalizumab).
My consultants assure me
that the market for the treatment of psoriasis has suddenly become very crowded. These
new drugs hold great promise
for treating psoriasis. Ask your
dermatologist about this.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Eczema and Psoriasis." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a
recent column, you advised a
woman who was taking 11
prescription drugs to resolve
the issue with her physician.
when, in fact, the man is an
idiot. Any junior high school
chemistry student knows that
the interactions of these drugs
could be dangerous.

The whole medical profession is nothing but a bunch
of drug pushers.
This woman needs a different doctor, preferably a veterinarian. The vet wouldn't
give 11 different medications
to an elephant, let alone a 150pound woman.
DEAR READER: While I
understand your frustration, I
do not believe that your generalizations are apt or particularly useful. For example,
many physicians are truly concerned about the problem of
poly-pharmacy, the use of several medications at one time.
Second, I do urge patients
to question their doctors and
invite dialogue when prescriptions are given. This information is appropriate if drug interactions are a possibility.
Third. I cannot comment on
your opinion of veterinarians
except to say that perhaps the
dose of some medications might
have to be adjusted for an elephant. (Relax, I'm just spoofing.)
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
been using red rice yeast for
my elevated cholesterol levels,
but recently read in your column that the effective ingredient is similar to Mevacor.
Why won't my insurance company pay for this therapy?
DEAR READER: Because
they are more concerned about
the "bottom line" than they
are about patient health. You're
correct that red rice yeast contains the equivalent of a statin
cholesterol-lowering drug. If it
works for you. I see no reason why your insurance refuses to pay for it. Ask. for a
review and special consideration.
If readers would like to
contact Dr. Gott, they may
write him through your newspaper or send their mail
directly to Dr. Gott do United Media, 200 Madison Ave.,
4th 11.. New York, NY 10016.

'Date rape' is right
name for frat-house assault
DEAR ABBY: My 16-yearold daughter went to a party
at a frat house where she was
given a great deal to drink. Feeling "woozy," she went outside. One of
the "boys"
she had been
talking
to
went with
her and suggested she
go back to
his room to
lie
down.
had
Dear Abby She
known this
fellow
By Abigail
before that
Van Buren
night
and
trusted him. She was drunk,
and he had sex with her. It
was her first time. She claims
she tried to make him stop,
but he wouldn't, and she couldn't make him.
Shouldn't the young man be
punished in some way? I feel
something should be done, and
I also worry about him doing
this to some other girl. Would
this constitute date rape? -CONFUSED IN VIRGINIA
DEAR CONFUSED:You're
dam right it was date rape.
And the "something" you
should do is call the nearest
rape crisis center and get help
for your daughter. You should
also inform the police. I'm
sure they'll be interested to
know that minors are being
given alcohol and taken advantage of at that fraternity house,
as well as the name of the
man who assaulted your daughter. You're absolutely correct
that he's likely to do it again.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating "Howie" for a year. I
love him and want to spend
my life with. him, but there's
a problem. Women are attracted to Howie like bees to honey.
Women come on to him even
though he tells them he's in
a serious relationship. Should
I look the other way when
they start up? Yes. Howie does
talk to them, but he is just a
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friendly guy.
How should I handle it? - UNCOMFORTABLE
DEAR
UNCOMFORTABLE: If you and Howie didn't have something special, you
wouldn't have lasted as a couple. Short of throwing a bag
over your boyfriend's head,
there is no way to make him
less attractive. However, if your
"friendly guy" leaves you to
fend for yourself all evening,
that's considered bad manners
-- and you would be within
your rights to let him know
it.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I recently
went through a difficult twoyear divorce from "Jayson"
after 10 years of marriage. My
former mother-in-law, "Violet,"
now insists that I return the
china that Jayson and I received
during the marriage. I always
thought a gift was just that - a gift.
Violet insists that the china
be returned. She says it wasn't from "my" family. I say it
WAS my family -- for 10
years. You see, Abby, Jayson
left me. I was trying to work
on our problems, but he wanted out. Now Violet is calling
me a martyr and saying I have
no right to the china.
I have informed Jayson and
his mother-from-hell that the
china is boxed and in storage,
and that I'm saving it for our
son. Am I wrong? -- FURIOUS IN VIRGINIA
DEAR FURIOUS: When
your son and his future bride
are ready to set up a household, they'll want to select
their own china. If the china
has been in your husband's
family for generations, return
it. If that's not the case, offer
to let your former mother-inlaw BUY it back.

ContractBridge
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NOWill
•Q .1 8
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ing and grounds to James Futrell
10 years ago
Members of Eddie Roberts for $10,000, at a public aucJr. Post 6291 and Ladies Aux- tion Nov. 24, according to
iliary conducted a memorial Supt. William B. Miller.
An open house was held at
service in front of the veterans' monument on the lawn East, North and Southwest Eleof Murray Middle School in mentary Schools on Nov. 21
memory of Eddie Roberts, 19- with about 2,000 people attendyear-old World War II fighter ing at each school.
40 years ago
pilot, marking the 50th anniverMurray City Council passed
sary of his death on Nov. 27.
Murray High School Tigers Ordinance No. 418 on second
won 38-15 over Harrodsburg reading and that part of the
in a football game there to City on the northeast corner
advance to the finals for the extending out the Benton highgame with Beechwood at way is officially now within
Louisville.
the city limits of Murray.
Recent births reported at
Births reported include a
girl to Carolyn and John Wood Murray Hospital include a boy
and a boy to Lori and John to Mr. and Mrs. Dwain GalParker, Nov. 22.
loway, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
20 years ago
William Bernard Tabers, a boy
Published is a picture of to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny CoopAlice McDonald, Kentucky er, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
superintendent
of
public William Gilliam, a boy to Mr.
instruction, talking with Robert and Mrs. John Sheppard and
Olin Jeffrey, Murray City a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin
School superintendent, and Jack Wells.
Rose, Calloway County School
50 years ago
superintendent, while she was
The annual Christmas Lightin Murray for the Kentucky ing and Decoration Contest
School Board meeting held at will be sponsored by the GarMurray High School.
den Department of the MurThe third annual Christmas ray Woman's Club with Mrs.
Village will be at West Ken- C.C. Farmer as chairman and
tucky Exposition Center Dec. Mrs. J.B. Wilson, Mrs. Robert
1-2, sponsored by Alpha Phi Moyer and Mrs. B.C. Harris
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi as members. The contest is open
sorority.
to all residents of the city of
Births reported include a Murray.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Brian
Dale Alexander,end, and Bill
Shuler, Nov. 11.
Wyatt, center, of the Murray
30 years ago
High School Football Squad
The annual community-wide were named to the All-West
Thanksgiving service was Nov. Kentucky Conference Football
27 at First Baptist Church. The Team, according to MHS Coach
Rev. Bill Hart, pastor of Goshen Ty Holland.
and Lynn Grove United
Methodist Churches, was the
speaker.
By the Associated Press
Calloway County School
Today is Monday, Nov. 29,
Board sold the Lynn Grove
School building and grounds the 334th day of 2004. There
to Kenton Miller for $14,000 are 32 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in Hisand the Faxon School buildtory:
On Nov. 29, 1964, the U.S.
Roman Catholic Church instituted sweeping changes in the
liturgy, including the use of
English instead of Latin.'
On this date:
manding lead of 75 International
In 1929, Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Match Points at the halfway point of
the 96-board match. But over the
Richard E. Byrd radioed that
next 48 boards, the Italians steadily
he'd made the first airplane
chipped away, and by the time this
flight
over the South Pole.
hand
Deal No. 92 — arose, they
In. 1981, actress Natalie
had taken a slight lead.
The U.S. North-South pair at the
Wood drowned in a boating
first table had bid six notrump and
accident off Santa Catalina
made seven for a score of 1,470
Island, Calif., at age 43.
points. But at the second table, with a
In 1986, actor Cary Grant
huge audience watching on Vudied in Davenport. Iowa, at
Graph and television. Italian stars
Benito Garozzo and Giorgio Belage 82.
ladonna had a bidding misunderIn 2001, former Beatle
standing and wound up in a grand
George Harrison died in Los
slam in clubs where the odds were
Angeles following a battle with
about 7-to-1 against making it.
Belladonna ruffed the heart lead
cancer; he was 58.
and returned a trump, on which
Five years ago: Protestant
Eddie Kantar, West, played the ten
and
Catholic
adversaries
and dummy the queen. After the
formed an extraordinary Northfinesse succeeded, Belladonna
cashed the ace, and when West's
ern
Ireland
government
king fell, those watching on televidesigned to bring together every
sion were witness to perhaps the
branch of opinion within the
broadest and happiest smile ever
bitterly divided society.
seen in the long history of bridge.
As a result of making the grand
One year ago: Gunmen in
slam. Italy won the world champiIraq ambushed and killed two
onship that year. The Italians scored
Japanese diplomats; seven
heavily at the critical moment
members of Spain's military
because of a bidding blunder, and so
defeated their closest rivals for
intelligence agency were killed
bridge supremacy -- the United
in Tvlahmudiyah.
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Famous Hand

This is one of the most fascinating
hands ever played in the annual
world bridge championship. The
year was 1975, the match was played
in Bermuda, and the finalists were
Italy and the United States.
The setting was very dramatic.
The United States had taken a corn-
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CRT HAIR AND
A virez.• e‘ox AP_E
1'izoo65/.6 AT
ALL.

1 Pull candy
6 Geisha's home
11 Burrito kin
12 Necessitate
14 Just slightly
(2 wds )
15 Iota preceder
Musical note
18 Wolf Man
portrayer
19 They exist
20 Inc cousin
21 - -Aid
(dnnk mix)
23 Lady's tide
24 Sudden foray
25 Remove from
office
27 Delhi coin
28 Gold Rush st
e
Ma
30
1 obtect
32 Freight earner
33 Alpaca kin
35
36 T
rNGarners
iongh
rtly Woods

37 Haze
38 Olys
42 Gigantic bird
of myth
43 River bottom
44 Horse's morsel
45 Elec. meas
46 Fiesta dip
49
8 Pick out17
51 Suffocating
snake
53 Quays
54 Pick up the tab
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Forbidden
Acid in proteins
Frying medium
Guff st.
Still
Catcalls
Feed the kitty
Grade-school
org

19
0S
More
tl°3 ri
we
itter
h
11 Gossip

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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11-29 C 2004 United Feature Synocate. Inc
13 Climbing
device
16 Male deer
20 Once around
the track
22 Garden soils

=MEM MMMMM
MIME= MOM=
MUM
is ME
MEM
MEM MUM
MIMME A= EN=
MA= MUM=
ME MEM MEM MN
MUM= AM=
MN= MOM AMIN
MIMI
MEM MEM
MN MUM iMOMM
EMU= MAIM=
MUM MUM=

23 Wyo clock
setting
24 Carmen
Miranda s
dance
26 Actress
- Hagen
27 Crater edge
28 Salespeople
29 Permitted
31 Dog days mo
34 Canine
registry
35 Drowses of/
37 Soft, matted
wools
39 Brown color
40 Seer's card
41 Knock
for a loop
43 Provide capital
48 Brief time
47 Prone to
48 Riviera
summer
50 Cry of surpnee
52 12 ino
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Mail this coupon with
payment toMarty Ledger & new
P.O. Box VW
Murray, KY 4/1171
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TOYOTA

BIGGEST SAVING
OF THE YEAR!

Toyota Will Match Your Down Payment

Up To $1501
On any remaining new 2004 Car, Truck or SIN
-OR- any new'05 Camry or Corolla!
While supply lasts on remaining '04s.

Excluding Solara convertible, Sienna, Prius and Scion.

e)TOYOTA

WILL MATCH YOUR DOWN PAYMENT UP TO

On any remaining new 04 Toyota Car, Truck or SUV
-OR- any new 05 Camry Sedan or Corolla!
While supply lasts on remaining '04s.

Excluding Solara convertible, Sienna, Prius and Scion.

CUSTOMER NAME
SIGNATURE

WIN NUMBER

Make your best deal on any remaining new 2004 car, truck or SUV (excluding Solara convertible. Sienna. Pnus and Scion)or any new 2005 Camry
sedan
(excluding Solara) or Corolla (excluding Matrix) in dealer stock. Present this payment certificate and Toyota will match your down payment up to $750 OFF
your best deal. Matching down payment or trade equity equal to $750 on any remaining new 2004 car, truck or SLN (excluding Solara
convertible, Sienna,
Prius and Scion) or any new 2905 Camry sedan (excluding Solara) or Corolla (excluding Matnx). Payment certificate valid November 26-30, 2904
only. One
payment certificate per customer Not redeemable for cash. Dealer participation may affect consumer cost INDVIDUAL DEALER PRICES MAY VARY. Offer
cannot be combined with TMM Purchase Program, For details see Mike Smith Toyota in Paducah, KY or Toyota of Muiray in Murray, KY.
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And That's Over a Above Other Factory Incentives
Including Low APR and Special Lease Rates!
SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

MOIR OF
monnay
1307 South 12th Street• Murray,KY

270.753.4961

MIKE SUM
MOM
2101 Irvin Cobb Drive •Paducah,KY

270.442.54611

BUYATOYOTA.COM
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